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Summary

During the past year our group has experienced a significant growth in the
number of full-time faculty and research staff and hasreached new milestones
in our various research initiatives. The most noteable was the successful com-

pletion of the first major data taking run of the CERN L3 experiment at LEP in
the summer of 1990. This run produced an integrated luminosity of 7 pb -1 at,
a center,of-mass energy of 91 GeV from which approximately 140,000 Z° events I
were recorded in L3. High precision tests of the Standard Model and searches for
new physics beyond the Standard Model are now underway, with significantly
higher statistics expected in the spring run of 1991. In addition to these activities,
our group has also beenpreparing for its anticipated role in the L_ experiment at
SSCL with electronic design and testing of a prototype forward hadron calorime-
ter for this detector. The University, in turn, is also planning a major expansion
of its research facilities for high energy physics in support of this program.

In the accompanying report we will present the details of these and other
accomplishments which we were able to achieve this year and outline our group's

. plan for its continued participation in these research programs for the coming
twelve month peri'od (April 1, 1991 - March 31, 1992).



I. Introduction

The University of Alabama is developing a comprehensive program in ex-

perimental high energy physics which parallels and complements the existing

program in theoretical elementary particle physics. Although only one year old,

this program already includes active participation in a world-class international

experiment studying e+e- physics atthe world's highest center of mass energy.

More recently, this group has also been given a major responsibility in the design

and construction of a subsystem in one of the world's largest scientific exper-

iments at the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC). Thanks to the generous

support of the Umversity Administration, this group is able .o provide modern

analysis and laboratory facilities for high energy physics research and develop-

ment, both for existing experiments and those planned for the SSC. These facilitiesl

will enable us to train the next generation of scientists and engineers in this field_

a mission which we feel is vital to the national interest and uniquely suited to

the university.

During the next 3-5 years, the University plans a significant expansion in the

high energy physics program, which will include substantial growth in its tenured

and tenure-track faculty. Expanded laboratory and machine shop facilities are

also planned for the experimental program in anticipation of its future role in a

major SSC experiment. We view this proposal as a long-term partnership with

the Department of Energy and describe below our program and plans for high

energy physics research here at The University of Alabama.

The High Energy Physics Pro_am at Alabama

Present research activities within the group include participation in the CERN

L3 experiment, which is currently studying e+e - collider physics around the Z °

pole. Since July, 1977, the Alabama group has been a member of the L3 Cob

laboral_on (see Appendix I) and has since then been contributing primarily to

the analysis and simulation of data. Approximately 140,000 Z° events have been

recorded by the L3 experiment to date. During the upcorrm_g run in March of
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1991, the LEP Collider will remain at the Z° pole to be able to raise, hopefully, the

total statistical sample to 1-2 million even_. Definitive high predsion tests of the

Standard Model will then be possible, in addition to searches for new physics

signatures beyond the Standard Model. The status of these and other physics

programs within L3 is detailed in Section II.

The Alabama group is also preparing to study proton-proton collisions at

v/S = 40 TeV at the SSC. This group is a member of the L_r Collaboration and is

also represented on the L_ Executive Committee (D. DiBitonto). We are collab-

orating with the First Physics Institute, RWTH, Aachen, Germany, and the Tata

Institute for Fundamental Research (T.I.T.R.), Bombay, India, to develop fast for-

ward hadron calorimetry for this future SSC experiment. Much of this work has

been driven by the generic detector R&D and subsystem work already supported
I'

by the SSC Labora ory. Alabama's principal role in this research has been directed I

towards the dev_"_opment of fast warm liquid calorimetry for the forward region,

which is detailed in Section III.

Faculty and Staff

The experimental high energy physics group presently consists of three fac-

ulty members (Drs. Daryl DiBitonto, Laszio Baksay, and Jerome Busenitz), a

research scientist (Dr. Raul Muftoz), and a postdoctoral research associate (Dr.

Panos Razis). Two technical staff are also part of the high energy physics group:

Dr. Surendra Pal Singh, specializing in electronics design and engineering, and

Mr. Tad Perrnington, research technician and systems manager for the HF/Apollo

computers (see next section). In addition to the principal research faculty and

staff, _e group also supports 3 graduate students who are working on the anal-

ysis of L3 data for their theses. The University also provides half-time secretarial

support for the group.

The prindpal activities and the percentage time in Full Time Equivalents

(b_E) units are given below for members of the high energy physics group. In_.

volvement in the L3 experimental program continues to be the group's major

,
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research activity, although additional manpower and resources for the L_ pro-

gram will be required as this program continues to grow., '
,,

Activity (% FTE)

Researcher L3 L
, ,

,,

D. DiBitonto, AssociateProfessor 90 10
L. Baksay, Associate Professor 100 0
J. Busenitz, Assistant Professor 100 0
K Mufioz, Research Scientist 20 80
P. Razis, Postdoc. Research Associate 100 0

....... ,....

" l

Research Facilities (

AnalYSiS

Analysis facilities within the high energy physics group include an Apollo

DN10000 and DN3500, as well as the University's IBM 3090 and access to the

Alabama CRAY XMP24 supercomputer. A Micro-VAX II within the Department

is also available for analysis. The DN10000 is presently configured with 1.4

Gigabytes of hard disk and approximately 15 mips of CPU computing power

and serves as the group's principal physics analysis machine.

Principal simulation and analysis codes for' L3 now running on the Apollo

system include the Lund Monte Carlo, principal generator for e+e - physics in this

experiment, as well as the GEANT detector simulation code for the experimental

apparatus. ISAJET and PYTHIA simulation codes for general physics and pp

collisions at SSC energies in parficulaz will be implemented shortly.

The Alabama group is linked to the L3 analysis network, LEP3NET, via a

high speed (56 KBaud) leased line. This link is necessary to update large analysis

programs and releases, calibration data files for production (soon to be imple-

mented at Alabama), as well as transfer of large simulation data files generated
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at Alabama and analyzed now at CERN. This extensiveworldwide'network will

also serve as the principal communications link for the L_ experiment, whereby

engineering data files Can b_,exchanged with collaborators as far away as Bombay,

india (T.I.T.R.) and Beijing, RR.C. (see Figure 1.1).

The Apollo:DN 3500 is principally used to support the group's electronic cir-

cuit s'imulation program, MENTOR GRAPHICS. This $150,000 software system

wasdonated to the group through the Educational Gifts Program of the MF_.N-

TOR GRAPHICS Corp. and is used in designing fast, monolithic electronics for

detector research Within the group. This software system includes the analog

design program MSPICE, as well as monolithic circuit layout and simulation,

routing` packaging` and digital simulation routines. The close collaboration be-

tween U.S.; semiconductor industry (Harris Corp., and Texas Instruments) and!

this group has resulted in state of the art electronics applicable to the SSC. _
, I

Measurement

Experimental facilities within the high energy group are located in the newly

completed Materials Science and Energy Resource Building of The University

of Alabama. This 145,000 square foot complex houses analytical facilities for

surface science evaluation such as a Hitachi transmission electron microscope,

a Digital Instruments scanning tunneling microscope, and two general purpose

clean rooms each 600 square feet, one class 100 and the other class 1000. These

facilities are ideally suited to the group's detector R&D program in warm liquid

calorimetry for the SSC which requires strict chemical control and evaluation

for the ionizing liquid media. Plans are presently underway to add two new

wings onto this facility of approximately 50,000 square feet which will include

a high bay area for d_,tector staging, machine shops, and additional space for

laboratories and offices for the high energy physics program (see ,Section IV).

The group's instrumentational support consists of a 3--dimensional CAD sys-

tem for engineering design (see Figure 1.2) and a VI.SI evaluation laboratory (see

Figure 1.3). Each system is separately driven by its own HP 9000 workstation,
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which together have nearly 1 Gtgabyte of hard disk storage. The VLS1 evaluation

laboratory is used primarily to test fast, radiation-hard charge preamplifiers de-

signed for warm liquid calorimetry. This equipment includes a 1 GHz digitizing

oscilloscope, model HP54111D, function generators, picoammeters, and a logic

state analyzer. Online programs from the HP 9000 can provide instantaneous

fast Fourier analysis of these data as they are taken.

Other research facilities within the group include an SX-200 quadrupole mass

spectrometer (VG Instruments) for partial pressure trace detection down to 10-14

Torr, ultrahigh vacuum equipment, and general surface science characterization

available within the Materials Science Program. The group is presently designing

and constructing a purification and filling station for the warm liquid TMS in

preparation of the _R&D requirements for the L_ forward calorimeter.

II. The L3 Experiment at CERN

The L3 detector [1] is a high precision spectrometer for electrons, photons,

and muons designed to study e+e - collisions between Mx <___/s _<160 GeV (see

Figure 1). The principal physics program in this experiment includes high preci-

sion tests of the Standard Model, searches for new physics within the Standard

Model (top, Higgs), QCD, and searches for signatures of new physics (super-

symmetry and other new particles). We describe below the present status of

this physics program [2], based on a subsample of approximately 100,000 of the

140,000 e+e - -, Z° events recorded in this experiment.

General properties of the L3 spectrometer are summarized in Table I. At the

Z° mass, this spectrometer's mass resolution, AM/M, is approximately 1% for

electrons and muons, and roughly 10% for hadrons. Although the determination

of the Z° mass is largely defined by the energy resolution of the LEP beams

(cre = 30 MEV), high precision reconstruction of leptonically decaying Z°'s is

crucial in missing mass searches for new (Higgs) particles far off the Z ° pole.

Determination of the Z° width, which involves important tests of the Standard

Model, depends critically on the intrinsic mass resolution of the Z °.
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Figure II.1. Schematic view of the L3 spectrometer.



Figure 1].2. Bhabha scattering events recorded in the L3 spectrometer.
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Cross section measurements are all normalized to luminosity measurements

of Bhabha scattering events, detected typically between 30 and 65 mrad from the

LEP beams. Data taken with the luminosity monitor is compared with Monte

Carlo predictions in Figure II.2. Both data and simulation are in excellent agree-

ment. The total systematic error on this luminosity measurement is 1.3%, with

equal contributions coming from Monte Carlo statistics, detector geometlT, event

selection, and higher order terms in the Monte Carlo cross section.

Study of Z ° decays

A plot of the number of events for the process e+e - _ hadrons on the Z°

pole is shown in Figure II.3, along with a comparison to Monte Carlo simulation.

This data has been fit within the Standard Model framework [3,4,5]:

12:rsF_,Fh (

with the following parameters for the Z° mass and neutrino width:
i

M..- = 91.164 4- 0.013 4- 0.030 (LEP) GeV/c 2

F,,,, = 0.502 4- 0.018 GeV.

The fit quality is a X2/DF = 13.2/15. From this fit we infer that the number of

neutrino species in the universe, according to the Standard Model [6], is therefore:

N_ = 3.01 4- 0.11

The differential cross section for the processes e+e - -, Z° -,. e+e "-, #+t_-,

r+r - gives information on the electroweak coupling constants, gA and gv:

da a 2

d'-_ = 4"-'_[{I+ 2g2vRe(x.)+(g_, + g_)21x12},(1 + cos20)

2 2
+{29_Re(x)+ @vgAlxl2}•2cosO],

with

G,M_ _ sX
2v_:ra (s - M_) + iUzFz"

11
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31:1

Figure II.3. Absolute cross section for e+e - _ hadrons in L3.
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Figure II.4. Comparison of gA versus gv for various experiments.
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For each of the three lepton species I = e _:, p±, r +, the total cross section for Z°

decay, a(e+e - --, Z ° --* I+ I-), is fit with the Z° mass and width, as measured

from the hadron data taken in L3. By defining the forward-backward asymmetry

parameter for each of the three lepton species,

NF- NB
AFB =

NF + Ns

where NF(B) ks the number of leptons (l-) detected with 0 < (>_)90 °, the coupling

constants gA and gv have been determined [7, 8] and are summarized in Table

II. Assuming p-e-v- universality, we find the following values of the electroweak

parameters:

Fu = 83.7 4- 0.9 (stat.) 4- 0.8 (sys.) MeV
!

t

gA = 0.499 4- 0.0004

0 062 +°'°16gv = , -o,o13

A comparison of gA arid gv is shown in Figure II.4 for various experiments, Data

from the LEP COllider provides the most stringent limits on the values of the axial

and vector weak coupling constants and electroweak parameters [9] to date.

Searches for Z ° decay into new particles which, in mm, decay into purely

neutral electromagnetic final states have resulted only in an upper limit for these

exotic processes.

Z° --, bl3

Inclusive muon and electron events have been used to tag bi_ events from

Z° decay [10]. Distinguishing kinematic features of this decay channel are the

large momentum and relative transverse momentum these events possess, thus

allowing for a cleaner event selection from ct decays. For bl_ decays, p_ _, M_/4.

A data sample of 3198 inclusive muon events were used in this analysis,

which also includes 130 dimuon events. A cut in the muon momentum of 4

GeV/c was made to reduce the background from u,d,s, and c decays. The result-

14
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Figure 12.5.Relative muon transverse momentum to nearest jet for inclusive muon events.
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Figure II.6. Relative electron transverse momentum to nearest jet for inclusive electron events,
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Run # 93001 Event# 4887 Total Energy: 0,00 GeV
""' "i .... iiiii , d ,Ii

I

Transverse imbalance " 0.00 GeV Longitudinal Imbalance" 0.00 GeV

Thrust: .0000 Major: .0000 Minor: .0000

Figure II,7, Like-sign dimuon event recorded in L3.
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ing distribution of themuon relative transverse momentum to the nearest jet is

shown in Figure II.5, along with a comparison of Monte Carlo expectation from

the Standard Model. The followingparameters were fit to this data:

P_ = 367 4,12 (stat.) 4, 18 (sys.) 4, 33 (BR) MeV

0,66:L0,01+002,

where (z,) is the fraction of longitudinal energy carried by the b-quark with

respect to the total available beam energy. Assuming P_/; = 378 MeV from the

Standard tviodel, we find a semileptonic b6 branching ratio prediction of:

BR(B _ _, prompt) = 11.6% 4, 0.4% (stat.) 4, 0.4% (sys.)

Inclusive electron and muon events have also been used to measure the b_
t

forward'backward asymmetry, A'b_. From a combined sample with p_ > 4 GeV/c

and p_, > 3 GeV/c (see Figure II.6), the measured asymmetry (with no correction

for B°IB° mixing)is:

= 8.4% + 3,3% (stat.)Ab_

A limited number of like-sign dimuon events have been observed in ttfis

year's data, consistent with the kinematics of B°B° mixing (see Figure II.7). A

determination of the B°B° mixing fraction, Xa, from the dimuon sample yields:

Xa = 0.11+o,os-0,06 '

which represents a 2,9 a deviation from no mixing at all (XB = 0). From a

simultaneous fit to the data, the value for Ab_corrected for mix_ng then becomes:

Ab_;= 10.9% 4, 4.4% (stat.),

Higher statistics in next year's run will allow for more precise measurements of

the asymmetry and mixing in bl_ systems.

18
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Tests of QCD have been performed by comparing the 2-, 3.., and 4..jet pro-

duction rate from e+e -coupltng to gluons and subsequent hadronic decay [11],

Specifically, the 3-jet process, or hard gluon process, is directly proportional to

the strong coupling constant, ori, This coupling Constant, In turn, is a function of

the available center of mass energy (multi-jet invariant mass) #:

a_'_a cx In(#2/A2),

where A ts the QCD parameter necessary for renormalization of the theory. A

comparison of the 3-jet fraction of events as a function of energy is shown in

Figure II.8 for a number of e+e - experiments. A fit to these data, including that

of L3, is consistent with the internal fit to L3 data for A: t
I

1 +60 +170(theor.) MeV tA = 90_50(exp.)_00

over the range/_2/s = 0.001 to 1.

4-jet events have been used to test the nonabelian structure of QCD [12].

In its present form QCD is nonabelian, thus allowing gluon self-coupling. In

a hypothetical alternative abelian model, only double bremsstrahlung diagrams

would contribute to the e+e - --, q_lgg process. Comparison of the 4-jet fraction

as a function of the Nachtmann-Reiter angle excludes an abelian model in the L3

data (see Figure II.9).

New Particles

Negative searches for excited leptons [13,14] (composite structure), sequential

heavy leptons, scalar leptons [15], and heavy neutrinos have ali been reported

by the L3 Collaboration with lower limits for the masses of these hypothetical

particles. We summarize below these limits for the respective searches.

Excited leptons: e+e - --, l+l • -, ll,_

Events characterized by two tracks with large electromagnetic showers back

19
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Figure II.8, Energy dependence of 3-jet fraction.
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Figure II,9,4-jet event fraction versus cosS_vn,
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to back in ¢, a large angle angle between the lepton (e,p,'r) and photon, accom-

panied by a large photon energy were analyzed for structure in the invariant (l'r)

invariant mass. Assuming a coupling constant at the (U'v) vertex with the same

strex_gth as a (A = 1), the following 95% CL lower ltmtts for the mas_s of these
excited states were obtained'.

d

m_ > 88 GeV/c 2
" > 89 GeV/c 2m r ..,_

m_ _>85 GeV/c 2

Sequential heavy leptons: e+e, -.-, L+L-_

Searches for heavy stable charged leptons decaying sequentially into elec.y

trons and muons have resulted in a lower mass limit of 38 GeV / c2, as determined t
by the cutoff in energy and subsequent detection within the L3 apparatus.

Heavy neutrinos: e+e - --, Z° ---,v4v_"

Mass limits for heavy neutrinos within the Dirac and Majorana theoretical

framework have been derived from the measured widths Fz and Pi,-,vof the Z°

pole. The current structure for these heavy neutrinos predicts a partial width

given by:

Majorana

The subsequent decay width into final state leptons is given by:

P(v4 --, l + X) = 9lG4,tl 2 GFMv41927r3 ,

where V,,4,1is the matrix element determining the coupling between v4 and l, The

experimental signatures in this decay channel are hadronic events with isolated

leptons, and multi-lepton events.

Lower limits for the heavy neutrino mass have thus been determined by the

measurement constraints that Pz = 2.492 ± 0.025 GeV and F_.,, = 502 4- 18 MeV

99
a,., ,m,,r
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Figure ILl0. r'u width versus M,4 for Dirac, Majorana, and scalar neutrinos.
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separately. A plot of the Pu width as a function of M.,4 is shown in Figure II.10

for Dirac, Majorana, and scalar _neutrino masses. From the 95% CL limit for

the values of 1'inr and Fz (shown in Figure II.10), lower limits for the masses of

these heavy neutrinos can be obtained (see Table III). Lower mass limits for heavy

neutrinos have also been obtained from searches for isolated electrons, muons,

and taus in the data (see Table III).

Supersymmetry: e+e - _ Z°--, A0h0 '

Searches for supersymmetric particles in _e minimal supersymmetric Stan-

dard Model have focused on the (bbbb), (bbr'f), and (r'_r_') decay channels. These

final states are characterized by a 4-jet topology, with potentially high rates in
q

the (bbbb) channel. Results of these searches exclude masses for h0 up to 41_

GeV/c _. Tables IV and V summarize the search for supersymmetric particleg

deduced from the hadronic and neutrino widths of the Z °. A determination ol

the top quark mass from the L3 values of Mz and Pz, combined with uN and

pp data yi'eld:

M toy = 134 +36-41GeV/c2.

_: e+e - __, HO_,_,

Searches for the minimal Standard Model Higgs [16] and minimal supersym-

metric Standard Model Higgs [17] have been performed on events selected with

large missing energy and large energy imbalance, q_, r + r-, and 2 photon back-

grounds have been rejected by excluding events with back to back topologies and

events with low energy and low multiplicity. A plot of the expected kinematic

properties of these selected events along with simulated distributions for a 40

GeV/c 2 Higgs mass is Shown in Figure I1.11. On the basis of these distributions,

a mimal Higgs mass is excluded in the following kinematic range:

2 < MH _<36.2 GeV/c 2.

24
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Figure II.11. Energy distributions of events selected for minimal Higgs search.
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III. The L_ Experiment a _,SSCL

The Alabama group is also preparing to study pp Collisions at x/S = 40 TeV.

This group is a member of the L'k Collaboration Which has recently submitted an

expression of interest to the SSC Laboratory for experimental research [18]. The

L_ detector, shown in Figure III.1, is a high precision spectrometer designed to

measure leptons and photons with a hadron rejection ratio Jex,to,_h,_d,-o, _ 1.0-4 for pT'

> 0.1 TeV andmeasure lepton pairs with a mass resolution _ _ 1% ata mass

of 1 TeV. searches for the Higgs particle and new and unpredicted phenomena

are the principal physics objectives of this experimental program.

In this proposal Alabama will be responsible for the forward hadron calorime-

ter subsystem of this detector, in close collaboration with the First Physics Insti-I

' tute, RWTH, Aachen, Germany, and with the Tata Institute for Fundamental _r

Research (TITR), Bombay, India. Members of the L_- Executive Committee are

listed in Table VI and include representation from the University of Alabama.

The physics -rograms and detector issues for the L'k forward region are out-

lined belov_ A general description of this calorimetry is given in Appendix II.

_Physics Motivations

For many interesting production processes in the central region at the SSC,

the forward region ([r/[ .> 3) plays an important role in improving the overall

acceptance phase space and energy resolution in their measurement. In particular,

searches for intermediate mass Higgs boson production and decay depend largely

on acceptance in the forward region. In searches for new vector bosons, pp

W t, Z' + X, the production cross section for these new states is enhanced in

the forward region, where antiquarks from the sea are found at higher values

of Feynman x. Searches for supersymmetric states, in turn, rely mainly on the

ability to accurately measure missing transverse energy, which can be significantly

affected by energy flow into the forward region. Here, the calorimeter response

to jets and other energy is an important factor. The ability to measure energy

flow accurately in the forward region will ultimately define this hermeticity.

26
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Figure III,1. Side view of the L_ detector with central and forward calorimeters.



The search for an intermediate mass Higgs particle in the mass range between

80 GeV and 2Mz is an important test of supersymmetric theories. Minimal su-

persymmetric extensions of the Standard Model require that MH _<Mz, whereas

nonminimal supersymmetrictheories require MH _<200 GeV. If MH _>200 GeV,

then susY is ruled out. For masses between 140 GeV and 2Mz, the best signal

for Higgs detection is in the four lepton channel via the Z°Z" intermediate state,

H --, Z°Z * -, I+ 1- I+I-, Rapidity distribu_ons of the largest rapidity lepton from

either Z° or Z" decay have recently been studied for a 140 GeV Higgs mass [19].

On the basis of these, calculations, lepton acceptance must extend to five units

of rapidity to keep most of the signal events. With coverage below 1,71_<3, this

acceptance is only 58%. _

Intermediate vector boson production at the SSC extends out to Ir/[< 6 and T
(

is nearly fiat over this entire pseudorapidity interval [20]. For higher mass vec- t

tor boson states, W' and Z', the edge of the corresponding production plateau

will. diminish approximately as ln(Mw,,z,). Detection of these states will there-

fore require instrumentation in the forward region, with the ability to accurately

measure missing transverse and longitudinal energy for purely leptonic decays.

Missing transverse energy measurements can be affected by the hermetici .ty

and resolution of jet energy. At 2o a 1 TeV jet can already contribute 35 GeV to

missing ET measurements. With sufficient transverse segmentation, an angular

precision of 2 mrad for the jet direction can be expected on the basis of similar

results already attained in current collider experiments. For a hadron calorimeter

with (50/v/E + 4)% energy resolution (expected in most calorimeters with high

longitudinal segmentation), the energy and angular resolution will contribute

equally to the jet transverse momentum resolution at 2 °. Further down the an-

gular resolution is dominating. These measurements implicitly assume, however,

that the jet energy is entirely contained in the forward calorimeter, i.e., no leakage

through vninstrumented regions. Additional energy resolutioncan be achieved

if the calorimeter responds equally to electromagnetic and hadronic energy.
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Detector response is crucial in preserving any intrinsic calorimeter resolution

fromsmearing effects due to pileup [21]. Ideally the calorimeter should respond

with a bandwidth matched to the SSC beam crossing time, 16 nsec. Not only

does this requirement affect the calorimeter's energy response, to jets, but also its

ability to observe directly and therefore correct for gammas radiated off by muons

observed in a forward spectrometer in the presence of high particle rates [18].

Forward Hadron Calorimeter System

Forward calorimetry extending down to the beampipe can double the over-

all acceptance of an SSC detector beyond most central calorimetry. For detectors

with multi-leptonic detection capability down to very small angles [18], forward

calorimetry is necessary to match this acceptance. Forward calorimetry down to
!

77= 5.95 (corresponding to 0.3° as imposed by the outer diameter of the beampipe_

[50 mm]) improves the overall hermeticity of the experiment, particularly in mea J

surements of (missing) longitudinal and transverse energy of inclusive states pro-

duced at small angles. In this region a small change in angular coverage &8 cor-

responds to a much improved coverage in pseudorapidity, &r/= _4_. Arguments

for the specific layout of the forward calorimeter system are explained below.

These design considerations include radiation hardness, speed, resolution, and

segmentation. Fast detector response, in turn, depends largely on the ability of

the readout electronics to respond with a bandwidth and sensitivity matched to

the SSC beam crossing time. Detector specifications are given in Table VH.

The anticipated high radiation environment in the forward region places

severe constraints on the choice of detector technology. At a distance of 10.5 m

from the primary interaction vertex, the exacted neutron fluency at 2o (r/= 4.05)

is 104 neutrons/cm2/year while the corresponding gamma dose at the same

Position is 10 Mrad [22]. This ensures operation at radiation levels comparable

or less than in the endcap region of most central calorimetry [18]. Below this

angular region, these radiation levels rise rapidly and can seriously reduce the

operational lifetime of most detector technologies, such as BaF2, or silicon. These

rates are plotted in Figure III.2 as a function of radial distance.
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Figure III.2. Gamma ray dose (Mrad cm -2 year -1) at 10.5 m from the interaction point,
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Figure III,4. Charged particle rate per pad versus radial distance at 10.5 m,
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Lateral segmentattori has been determined on the basis of pion response
within the calorimeter, Monte Carlo studies of the maximum transverse shower

size for 100and 500 GeV ptoI_s have been performed using the GEANT simulation

code for a fine sampling Fe-TMS calorimeter, wtth specifications gtven in Table

VII, On the basis of these calculations, shown in Figures III,3 a) and III,3 b), a 20

mm pad size is sufficient to sample the maximum hadrontc shower core and still

distinguish a purely electromagnetic shower, At 20 a _et lying wtthtn a cone of

AR = 0.3 will span 4 pads, We take this 4 crn 2 area as _he basic pad size within

the calorimeter, The corresponding number of charged particles traversing each

detector cell is shown in Ftgure III,4 at a luminosity of 10aacm-2sec -1, assuming

a total inelastic cross section of 100 mb, The proposed lateral segmentation is

hence sufficient for keeping pileup below the 1% level at this design luminosity,
t

Experience with the I.,3 t_adron calorimeter at LEP suggests that approxt -it

mately 100 longitudinal energy samples are required to achieve an energy res-

olutton of 50%/V"E with a (statistical) baseline level of 4%. The corresponding

longitudinal depth of this calorimeter should also be sufficient to absorb at least

99% of a 1 "l'eVjet, or 14 ,_. Ideally the sampling fraction should be identical with

the central calorimetry and overlap with the endcap of the central calorimetry at

least 1,5 _ for uniform detector response, In the absence of a dedicated electro..

magnetic calorimeterbefore this detector, a warm liquid (TMS) calorimeter can

also be compensating, with sufficient segmentation at the front for electromag-
netic identification.

The proposed forward hadron calorimeter is shown in Figure III.5. Above

20 the outer calorimetry consists of a fine sampling Pb-Fe-St calorizaeter and

front BaF_ electromagnetic calorimeter similar to the central and endcap region,

Below 20 we choose warm ltqutd technology, which can be rectr_!ated and also

regenerated under the high radiation conditions foresee.n in this regton, Warm

ltquids are also the first alternative technology choice for silicon and BaF2.

Mechanical and physical specifications of the Inner warm ltqutd calorimeter

are listed in Table VII, A side view of this calorimeter _ shown in Figure III.6,
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Figure III,5, Proposed Forward Hadron Calorimeter with inner warm liquid detector,
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Figure 1II,6, Side view of forward hadron calorimeter showing supermodule structure,
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Figure III,8. Engineering detail of metallic anode tile and feedthrough system.



where the longitudinal samPling segments have been grouped into larger super-

modules for ease of assembly and installation. A detail within each of the indi-

vidual supermodules is shown in Figure III.7 along with the 89 individual dual

2.5 mm liquid ionization gaps sandwiched between the iron absorber material,

Each supermodule is an unbroken, azimuthally continuous cylinder to guaran -_

tee complete hermeticity around the beampipe. The supermodules, in turn, are

grouped into three larger sections: a finely layered electromagnetic section with

25 layers each 11 mm thick, a hadronic central region with 42 layers each 23 mm

thick, and finally a tail catcher section of 22 layers each 47 mm thick. The total

thickness represents a calorimeter 14 absorption lengths deep with a transverse• ,

pad size of 20 x 20 mm s.

Designs for a specific pa d arrangement are presently underway at the Unit

versity of Alabama and Aachen which either incorporate the absorber materiaI

within the warm liquid volume or isolate the liquid and electrode as a separate

assembly. Preliminary indications of material incompatibility with warm liq-

uids suggest that a separate can containing this liquid may be a safer approach,

thereby allowing more flexibility in the choice of detector material. To handle

the corresponding high channel density per container, innovative techniques with

metalized ceramic electrodes are presently being pursued [23]. One possible pad

configuration is shown in Figure UI.8 in which each electrode is supported as

an individual metallic tile. Charge c_llecting anodes are connected through in-

sulating seals for external routing to nearby signal electronics and high voltage

biasing. Designs for the outer silicon detector are identical to those for the central

hadron calorimeter in L_ [18].

With the development of fast, radiation-hard charge preamplifiers for warm

liquid calorimetry [24], fast detector response is po:ksible despite the relatively

slow drift velocities in these liquids. In response to the repetition rate of the

SSC (16 nsec)only the very front spike of the ionization signal will be used.

To maintain the intrinsically fast response of the front-end electronics (less than

10 nsec), the preamplifiers must be mounted directly on the detector. Detector

capacitance, in turn, must kept as low as possible [25].

=lm
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IV. The Van de Graaff Institute

This chapter describes a proposed institute for high energy physics research,

to be established at The University of Alabama and named for one of its most

illustrious alumni, Dr. Robert J. Van de Graaff. The institute would support a

major effort in research on the fundamental structure of matter, and would build

on the experimental and theoretical high energy physics groups already active

at this university. In the following paragraphs we describe why it is appropriate

and timely to establish an institute in honor of Dr. Van de Graaff. We then

describe the structure of the institute as we envision it.

Dr. Van de Graaff was a native of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and is linked to many

of the prominent families in the history of the city. He received his B.S. degree:

and later his M.S. degree from The University of Alabama in 1923. After earning tr
his Ph.D. in physics at Oxford in 1928, he went to Princeton and MIT, where he

built the first of the very successful high voltage generators which bear his name.

These Van de Graaff generators, and the particle accelerators which bear the same

name, were among the first tools used by physicists to explore the structure of

the nucleus. Although the search for the fundamental structure of the matter

has led physicists to develop other, higher-energy' machines, the Van de Graaff

accelerators continue to play a vital role, both as injectors for the new machines

and for continuing research in nuclear and other areas of physics. Robert Van de

Graaff is certainly the most distinguished scientist to have graduated from the

University of Alabama in its 150 year history and perhaps the most distinguised to

have emerged from the entire Southeast United States. One cannot overestimate

the importance of his work as a source of pride to the citizens of the state and as

a potential role model for future students of science, lt is for this reason that we

feel it is appropriate to establish an institute in honor of Dr. Van de Graaff and

the role he played in the development of high energy physics°

The time is especi.ally auspicious for the establishment of a new high en-

ergy physics institute because the United States is constructing an accelerator

that will greatly surpass all existing machines in size and capabilities. For physi-
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cists, the SSC is necessary to answer a number of crucial questions regarding the

fundamental particles and their interactions, lt will also assuredly uncover new,

unanticipated phenomena which will present challenges to our cu_ent theories,

and lead to further refinement in our understanding of the structure of nature,

but will also certainly lead to spin_ff technologies which can have significant

economic impact regionally. Areas that have reaped the benefits of technology

from high energy physics include medical technology, ion implantation, food

disinfestation, energy storage, materials science, and national defense. Several

recent government and private reports have pointed out the desirability of a

greatly increased participation in high energy physics by the southeastern states.

The highly industrialized states and those that attract the lion's share of new high

technology industry have, relative to Alabama, a much higher share of their state

supported physics faculties working in the area of nuclear and particle physics:"

For example California, Illinois, New York, and Massachusetts have an average ot_

41% of their state supported physics faculty working in these areas of subatomic

physics whereas the state of Alabama has only 12%. The University of Alabama

is home to the only sizeable effort in high energy physics in the state and is the

natural location for a strong, concentrated, and non"duplicated program.

Description of Budget 0fthe Proposed Institute

The proposed Van de Graaff Institute for high energy physics would house

physicists, technical support personnel, and students. Building on the existing

high energy groups, the professional staff would include University faculty, non-

tenure track research physicists, visiting scholars, and post-doctoral research as-

sociates. The institute would have offices, conference rooms, a dedicated machine

shop and electronics shop with computational facilities, a research library, and

housing facilities for visitors to support the experimental and theortical activities

conducted there. The institute will have a high bay area of several thousand

square feet for the construction of very large detectors to be used in future SSC

experiments. A building of approximately 25,000 is presently being planned as an

additional wing onto the existing Material Science and Energy Resource build-

ing, specifically for high energy physics research. Graduate students from the
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institute would travel to the SSC and other leading accelerator laboratories for

direct involvement in the construction of sophisticated particle detectors and in

the aquisition and analysis of data. Other graduate students would work with

the theoreticians to analyze the implications of the data and to develop more

fundamental mathematical models for the underlying structure of matter. Un-

dergraduate students would also be involved in research and development of

detector components.

In order to establish a quality high energy physics program of international

stature, the total particle physics faculty should be at least twenty, not including

the director, with about 2/3 of these having tenure track appoint'ments in the

department of physics and the remaining 1/3 having adjunct appointments that

would be indefinitely renewable or permanent within the lifetime of the insti-;
f'

tute. Salaries for these personnel should be at a nationally competitive level inr

order to attract top quality personnel. To provide sufficient funds for a director's

salary to attract a high energy physicist on the National Academy of Science and

perhaps one of Nobel calibre, a chair with an endowment of $2,000,000 should

be established.

We list in Table VIII the proposed personnel requirements and an estimated

budget. Much of this data has been developed after consultation with several

eminent experimental and theoretical physicists and after study of the high en-

ergy physics facilities of major institutions_ It is expected that a large amount

of support would be forthcoming from the U.S. Department of Energy. The

DOE recognizes the need to spread high energy physics support more evenly

throughout the country in order to more efficiently tap the nation's scientific and

intellectual potential. Indeed, high energy experimental groups cannot function

without this support. In order to enter the ranks of the major research universi-

ties, the University of Alabama needs to engage much more heavily in federally

funded research activities. High energy physics is one of the mostheavily sup-.

ported scientific activities of the federal government. The annual federal budget

for high energy physics research in universities exceeds $100M, most of which

comes through the Energy and Water Development subcommittee.
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The budget of Table VIII lists expenses that the University of Alabama would

bear, as well as those that DOE iwould support. One-time expenditures for the

construction of a new building and for major equipment in the machine and

electronics shops are also listed which would be funded largely by matching

state funds.

The personnel listed in the budget include the 20 faculty positions plus the

director already referred to. Allowance is also made in the budget for a number

of visitors to attend annually. These would be established physicists who would

come for limited periods of time to collaborate with the permanent faculty, to

lecture, and to interact in less formal ways with the institute participants. In

addition, post-doctoral research associates are provided for, at the rate of one per

two faculty. These positions are an important stepping-stone for the new Ph.D,.,

and are vital to the productivity of the institute. Finally, because the institut_

can be expected to attract a large number of graduate students, support for these

students is also included. Education wi!l, of course, be a major function of the

institute. The remaining personnel, who will not be physicists but will play

an essential role in the activities of the institute, include research engineers (for

electronics and computers), machinists, technicians, and secretaries.
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V, Research Plans for L3

A. Introduction

The physics program which can be pursued at LEP, both near the Z° pole and

eventually above the W+W - production threshold, is rich and diverse. An im-

portant part of this program, which capitalizes on the superior photon detection

capabilities of the L3 detector, is single-photon physics. The remainder of this

chapter is devoted to a discussion of the physics motivation for the analysis of

single-photon events, a review of the current experimental situation and prospects

for single-photon physics, and a summary of the University of Alabama's par-

ddpation, both current and antidpated, in the study of single-photon data taken

with the L3 detector. Although the focus of this chapter is single-photon physics,t

it is very important to note that with expansion of the group, including Dr. Razis'r

and several graduate students, the active partidpation of the Alabama group will

extend into other research activities as weil.

B. Physics Motivation

The process e+e - --, 3_(X),where we use the notation (X) to represent neutral

weakly interacting particles, receives contributions from primarily two mech-

anisms. The first is radiative production, in which bremsstrahlung from the

initial-state electron or positron is followed by annihilation of the electron and

positron into undetected particles. The standard example [26,27] from the Stan-

dard Model of a process occuringby such a mechanism is e+e - -, Z°_, Z° --+ _,v.

The other important mechanism leading to _,(X) is radiative decay into a weakly

interacting particle. For example, within the context of supersymmetry an al-

lowed scenario [28] is the decay Z° _ X_x followed by X' _ X'r where the X

is weakly interacting. (The neutralinos X and X' are superpositions of the su-

persymmetric partners of the Standard Model photon, Z°, and Higgs.) In the

following paragraphs we review the range of physics which can be profitably

addressed by analyses of one-photon events at [,EP.
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At center.of-mass energies on or slightly above the Z° pole, the process

e+e - --. _,(X)provides a means of measuring the partial decay width P,,,,_of the

Z° into weakly interacting particles [29,30]. Pi,,, receives contributions from the

decay of the Z° into neutrinos as well as from any New Physics in which weakly

interacting particles pairs (m < rez/2) couple to the Z°. , For photons emitted

at least a few degrees away from the beam line and with energy above a few

hundred MeV, the Standard Model contribution to the single-photon sample can

be predicted-and implemented in Monte Carlo event generators-with a precision

better than 1% [29,31]. If the observed singJ.e-photon spectrum agrees well in

shape with the predicted spectrum ,but dtffe_'s In normalization, this would in-

dicate the existence of additional "ltghf' weakly interacting particles Into which

the Z ° decays.

I'

In discussing the utility of single-photOn events for measuring Pi,,,, it tsl

important to point out that the single-photon measurement complements well

the determination of P_,,_ from the llneshapes of the Z° decays into hadrons

and charged leptons. This complementarity is threefold: First, except for a small

contribution at the percent level from W-exchange, the number number of single-

photon events observed depends only on Pi,,,; whereas the other method arrives

at a result for the invisible width by subtracting, in the most model-independent

approach, the measured hadronic and charged leptonic partial widths from the

measuredtotalwidth. Second, the single-photon measurement is less sensitive to

the uncertainties in the top mass, Higgs mass, and the strong coupling constant.

Third, the experimental techniques and analysis cuts used to obtain the single-

photon sample differ greatly from those used to obtain the hadronic and leptonic

samples.

The measurement of the radiative production of weakly interacting particles

is also important at higher energies up to the maximum achieved by LEP2 [30].

The crossing of a threshold for the production of a massive weakly interacting pair

will be accompanied by an increase, relative to Standard Model expectations, in

the number of single-photon events. This is true, no matter what the mechanism

is (Z,exchange in the s-channel, wino_xchange in the t-channel, etc.) by which
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the production occurs. Such an increase will be more difficult to detect, however,

owing to the smaller cross sections away from the Z° pole and the backgrounds

which are proportionately larger in consequence.

To indicate roughly the single-photon cross sections expected from the Stan-

dard Model with three generations and for reference by discussions given below,

Figure V.1 shows the differential single-photon cross sections as a function of

photon energy for two center-of-mass energies, _/J=Mz and v,q=Mz + 4 GeV,

with the requirement that the single photon be emitted into the region 45 < 8.r

< 135 degrees. The cross sections are calculated in the Born approximation with

the further approximation Mw .-. co, but nonetheless they are a good indication

of how the cross section depends on energy. On the pole, the cross section falls

monotonically, crossing through about 40 ph/GeV at 1 GeV and falling below

a few pb/GeV by a photon energy of 4 GeV. At 4 GeV above the pole, ft'Ler_-

flection of the resonance is clearly visible and the cross section peaks at around

25 ph/GeV near a photon energy of 4 GeV. Using finite Mw, adding weak and

electromagnetic corrections, and integrating over photon energies from 1 GeV

upwards with the same angular cut as above, a cross section of 34 pb is obtained

for the on-resonance case and 84 pb for the center-of mass energy 4 GeV above

the Z° mass [29]. For an integrated luminosity of 50 pb -'1 at each center.of-mass

energy, this corresponds to some 1700 and 4200 events, respectively.

Given the large sample of Z° decays that will be obtained at LEP1, it is at-

tractive to search for evidence of New Physics via observation of decays to "r(X).

The radiative production of neutrino pairs according to the Standard Model con-

tributes a genuine single-photon background in this case, but the effects of this

background could be minimized by taking into acccount not only the number of

decays expected but also their distribution in e'_ergy and angle. From the curve

shown in Figure 1 for vG = Mz, extensions to the Standard Model which con-

tribute Z° decays to 7(X) with E.r > 10 GeV do not suffer much from the Standard

Model background since most of the bremsstrahlung photons have energy less

than 5 GeV. Examples of New Physics which can be searched for via radiative

decays are as follows.
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A segment of the supersymmetric particle spectrum consists of' the so.called

neutralinos,whicharesuperpositionsoftheneutralgaugefermions(photino,

zino)and thehiggs-fermions.In theminimalsupersymmetricmodel(MSM),

therearefoursuchparticles()(,X',X",Xi'')and theX isa good candidatefor

beingthelightestsupersymmetricparticle(LSP),wk :hisusuallyassumedtobe

weaklyinteracting[28].Assumingthe)_tobeLSP withma_ lowenoughtobe

producedinpairsatLEP,itspresencecouldbe detectedthrougha deviationof

theinvisiblewidthfromStandardModelexpectations.Alternatively,due tothe

mixingoftheneutralgauginosand higgsinos,largeoff-diagonalelementsinthe

couplingoftheneutralinostotheZ areinduced,leadingtodecaysoftheform

Z° "-*)ox'followedby thede.excitationdecay:_'_ )_X.iftheMSM Higgsand

charginosaretooheavy,X willbeeitherachargedfermionpairora photon.The

decay12X'_ X')'would givean excessofslngle-photonevents.Fora03broad!

rangeofm x and mx,,therequirementthatthephotonenergybe greaterthar_

5--10GeV retainsmostofthephotonsfrom:_'decaybutheavilysuppressesthe

backgroundfromradiativeproductionofneutrinos.Inthecasean excessisnot

observed,limitscanbe seton F(Z° --.,X;_') x BR(x'_ X'7)asafunctionofthe

x and _:'masses.Theselimitsinturnmay becombinedwiththoseobtainedon

F(Z°_ _:X')x BR()('_ :_f+f-)toderiveupperlimitson F(Z°-.:_;_')and the

neutraUnomixingfactorsasafunctionoftheneutralinomasses.

A secondexampleof an extensiontotheStandardModel whichleadsto

a decayprocesswhoseexperimentalsignatureisa singlephotonistheexcited

neutrinov" [32].An excitedneutrinoisexpectedinthecontextofcomposite.

modelsforthefermionicsector.Transitionsbetweentheexcitedneutrinoand

theordinarylightfermionsaredescribedinanSU(2)x U(1)invariantformby

thefollowingeffectiveLagrangian

L = gw/ ( _'1 )"---A a_t,_rlL + h.c. iOvW _

gr/'(1. ) B"+"-A'- -_T a,_,IL + h.c. iOj'

where gw and gv are the usual weak couplings, 7-denotes the Pauli matrices,

L" and 1Lare the exalted and ordinary lepton doublets, respectively, and A is the
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com]:_itene_scale,"T'hecoupllngconstantsfand f_areintroducedinorderto

allowfordifferencesintherelativecouplingstothechargedand neutralgauge

fieldsbeyondthosedue tothedifferencebetweengw and g_,Inthecasethat(f

- f_)tsnonvanishing,thetransitionu' ,4u'7isallowed.The searchforexcited

neutrinosasa firstsignofcompositenesscomplementsthesearchforexcited

chargedleptonssince,takingtheelectronmode asanexample,thedecaye°_e7

probesthesum (f+ f0),Formy. lessthanmw and(f-f°)notsmall,theu3,decay

mode willdominatetheuZ and eW modes,IfoneassumesthattheZ couples

tou"__ withthesame strengthas touv,measurementsoftheinvisiblewidth

alreadycarriedoutatLEP constrainm,. tobegreaterthanabout40GeV,Inthis

casetheexcitedneutrinoisproducedalmostatrestand thustheenergyofthe

photon is m_,./2. (For the full range of (f- f_)/A likely to be probed at LEP,
I

the excited neutrino ts short-lived so that the photon appears to come from tt,t_

primary vertex.) Finally, assuming that 7u decay mode is dominant, Figure V.2

plots the branching ratio for Z° --., _,'u, _,' .--,uVas a function of exd.ted neutrino

masses for several different values of fz/A where fz = fcot(Sw)+fltan(aw).

CompositemodelsfortheZ predicta contributiontotheelectricdipole

transitionZ°_Z°3,wheretheZ°indicatesavirtualZ [33,,34].Thesingle-photon

topologyisobtainedforthedecayofthevirtualZ intoneutrinos,For v,_=

Mz and masslessneutrinos,theamplitudefortheelectricdipoletransitionis

proportionalto

where e,,, e s, and e0 are the polarization vectors for the initial Z, final Z, and

photon, respectively, and k,, is the photon momentum. The form factor fx can be

approximately expressed as/3(s I/M_ - 1). The Standard Model predicts that # ,.,,

4 × 10-_, but composite models of the Z investigated so far predict values for/3

as large as 0.05. In Figure V.3, the differential cross section du(e+e - --, uu,),)/dx,

where x is the photon energy scaled by beam energy, is plotted as a function of

x for the Standard Model, for fl=l and for ft=0.5. The contribution to the electric

dipole transition due to compostteness grows with increasing x so that for values

of .,, > 0.5, the contribution of large-x single photons to the sample from
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compositeness dominates those from the Standard Model,

The final example we review is the decay Z° _a7 where a is a variant axion

[35], Variant axions were first proposed' [36,37] several years ago in connection

with the narrow e+e - peak observed at the Darmstadt GSI experiment but have

since been ruled out by beam dump experiments, Xtis possible, however, to

circumvent the beam dump limits by embedding the axions in a model in which

no coupling is allowed between the axion and electron, Within such models,

a Z°.-.v-a coupling is induced at the one-loop level through the chiral anomaly,

The strength of the coupling goes as C,z.T/F, where C°z,T is calculable from the

Weinberg angle and the masses of the light quarks while F° is a free parameter

of the Lagraglan, For the experimentally allowed values of F°, the axion decays

outside the detector, in which case the event is characterized by a single photon!
I

with energy equal to rez2, The branching ratio for Z° -,,av is plotted as at

function of F° in Figure V,4, The value Coz._ = I is shown for reference while

C°z._ = -0,43 is characteristic of the specific model discussed in Reference 35,

C. Experimental Situation and Prospects

1. LEPLuminosity and Energy

With one year of operation completed, LEP has delivered about 7 pb-1 of in-

tegrated luminosity in the Z° resonance region, Significant improvements in the

luminosity were realized in the latter part of the 1990 run as compensations for

the effects of the experimental solenoids were implemenented and careful beam

tuning succeeded in positioning the minimum of the 8' function at the experi-
mental interaction points, In the last few weeks of the run, luminosities achieved

were typically 5 x 103°/CTn2-s With the record luminosity being 7 x 103°/¢._2--s,

Further increases in the luminosity will be achieved by increasing the injection

currents, further minimizing effects of beam-beam interactions, and improving

monitoring of the beams, The integrated luminosity will also be incTeased by

reducing the time between fills and solving problems which lead to beam aborts,

For the 1991 run, one can realistically anticipate that typical luminosities Will
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approach 1 x 1031crn2-s and thatthe integrated luminosity will be'about 50

pb -1 or larger. In subsequent runs, significantly larger integrated luminosities

can be expected, as LEP realizes its design luminosity of 2 x 1031cm2-s. A further

significant increase in luminosity will also be realized within the next few years if

the proposal, currently under consideration, for increasing the number of bunches

is implemented.

In the 1989-1990 runs emphasis was given to scanning in energy across the

Z° p01e in order to accurately measure the Z° mass, the total width of the Z°,

and the partial decay widths into hadrons and leptons. In the next run greater

emphasis will probably be given to running, on the pole in order to maximize

the statistics needed for Higgs searches, heavy flavor physics, measurements of

forward-backward asymmetries, etc. It is also likely that the majority of the LEP :

experiments will request some running at 4-5 GeV above thepole in order to t

optimize the counting of single photons, lt also has to be kept in mind that

LEP will eventually begin raising the energy to make the transition from LEP1 to

LEP2. Assuming a successful 1991 run, this transil:ion may commence in earnest

sometime during the 1.992 run.

With respect to single-photon physic, plans to ._mphasize v/_=Mz in the

next run will clearly benefit the study of Z decays to ,(X). Assuming that L3 is

able tOachieve a stable single-photon trigger which is .-_fficientabove 1 GeV, the
' _

data taken at thepole can be u._d to make a precision I ieasurement of r_,,,. Any

running done at 4-5 GeV above the pole will clearly b_ nefit measurement of the

invisible width since that is the most favorable energy for carrying out such a

measurement with single photons, t

..

2. L3 Detector _.

As has already been mentioned in the general introduction to L3 made earlier, '

the experiment has been designed for the the precision measurement of photons

and leptons. Using BGO crystal calorimetry, L3 has achieved an energy resolution
,C_. _h,_,-,,_,, _,,I.,;,.1, "_, ..f_.,.._ '_or ,..4. 'I ¢".._r q',l. .. .. . *... .. -- ............ 1.._ ........ ,.1
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1 GeV ts espedally crucial to direct measurements Of the invisible width made

on the pole because the single-photonspectrum falls off sharply with increasing

energy and the backgrounds also vary rapidly with energy in the same region.

For the 1989 and 1990 runs, the BGO calorimeter covered the angular region 42

to 138 degrees, and with the Installation of the BGO endcaps during the 1990

shutdown, the coverage in future runs will extend down to within 10 degrees

of the beamline. An Important complement to the BGO endcaps, also being

installed during the 1990 shutdown, are the Forward Tracking Chambers (FIC)

which will be used to flag showers in the endcaps due to electrons. Thus the

entire BGO calorimeter can be used to detect single photons,

At present the L3 detector has uninstrumented holes in the endcap regions

between about 4.5 and6 degrees from the beamline. A proposal to fill these gaps.!
i

with small lead-scintillating-fiber calorimeter modules is nowreceiving seriousl

consideration. If approved, these modules will be installed in time for the 1991

run and will further reduce the number of background events in the energy

region Important to the measurement of the invksible width. (A fuller discussion

of the backgrounds is given below in the section on analysis.)

During the1990run L3 implementeda stablesingle-photontriggerwith a

nominalthresholdofabout 1.2GeV.The nominal thresholdcorrespondingtoa

triggerwhich isefficientabove I GeV isabout750MeV. Basedon theexperience

gainedduringthelastrun,thiscanbe achievedby furtherreducingtheLevelI

BGO triggerelectronicsnoise.Toward thisend,theLevelI BGO triggermodules

are beingover,hauledduring the1990shutdown with emphasison improving

groundingand isolationbetweenchannels.

3. Analysis

Criticaltothetaskofmeasuringtheinvisiblewidthisanaccuratedetermina-

tionofthesingle-photontriggerefficiency.Thismeasurementmust beasdetailed

aspossiblenotonlybecausetheenergyspectrumoftheproducedphotonsfalls

off rapidly but also because the rr_lat'Jvo crmt-rlhllfic_n_ r_f h_ol,._,.r'.,,',Ae _.',_ .... _-
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five to the energy dependence of the efficiency. Adding to the challenge of this

meama'ement is that in the this energy range (below 4 GeV approximately), the

method of using redundant triggers (luminosity trigger from a radiative Bhabha

event, muon trigger from Z° _ p+#-7, etc.) to measure the single-photon trig-

get efficiency is limited statistically. "IT_eL3 analysis is pursuing the efficiency

measurement along three lines.

First, despite limited statistics, the sample of _+_-7 events, taken indepen-

dently by the muon trigger, is being analyzed to obtain a result which can be

used to roughly cross-check results of other methods. Included in this analysis is

a detailed study of the trigger information for the cases where the single-photon

trigger did not fire. What is learned from these cases will yield additional insight

into single-photo n trigger inefficiencies. _
I
t

The second approach is a hybrid approach utilizing real data and simulation:

Taking into account dead channels, the energy resolution of the Level 1 trigger,

the sharing of the shower between BGO _"superblocks" (each "superblock" con-

tributes an analog sum over 30 crystals to the Level 1 trigger), etc., a simulated

photon shower is superimposed on the analog sums from a real beam gate event.

(There were about 500 beam gate triggers taken per hour in the last run.) The

resulting sums are passed to a simulation of the on-line trigger logic which de-

termines whether or not the single-photon trigger fired.

Finally, the criteria used to select single-photon candidates from the pro..

duction output were made loose enough to accept events from other processes

having potential utility for measuring the efficiency. One subset of events se-

lected consists of a single electron or positron track pointing into the BGO barrel

with a single tag in the luminosity monitor. These events are primarily radia-

tive Bhabha events with also some contribution from two-photon production of

e+e - pairs where one member of the pair does not go into the BGO. As far as

the single-photon trigger is concerned, these events are identical to single-photon

events. First studies have shown that number of such events is about 10 times the

...... •.,., v, _,_,,,_ o,,,_-F_Lutu_ ¢v¢_ we cxpe_:[ iv ve proaucecl, and as would
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be expected,, the energy and angular distribution of the electron tracks is very

similar to that of the bremsstrahlung photons, Single-tag radiativ e Bhabha and

two-photon production of dilePtons can be reliably simulated, hence by compar-

ing the generated distributions against the measured distributions and taking into

account the total luminosity and effects of selection cuts, another measurement

of the trigger efficiency can be obtained.

In addition to determining the trigger efficiency and minimizing the sys-

tematic errors in its determination, a second major challenge to the analysis is

the estimation of backgrounds. Owing to holes in the L3 detector, namely the

beampipe, which restricts angular coverage to within 1.5 degrees Of the beam-

line, and also-for the 1989 and 1990 runs-the hole in polar angle between 4.5

degrees and 6 degrees from the beamline, a number of processes are able tc_

mimic single-photon events. The significant ones are ¢

e+e - --.(e+e-)7

e+e - -.(e+e-)R, R--. v(X)

e +e- --, 7(77)

e+e - ..., v(e+e-l+l- )

where R is a resonance Or°, r/, etc.), 1 stands for e or _, and the particles enclosed

in parentheses are undetected. For an idealized detector with a hole only below

1.5 degrees and applying cuts for detection of a single photon with 45 < 8.r < 135

degrees and E,T> 1.0 GeV, the resulting cross sections for the above processes are

estimated to be 6 pb, 1.1 pb, 0.6 pb, and 2 ph, respectively [29]. The corresponding

cross section for radiative production of the Z followed by decay into neutrinos

is about 34 pb at vq = Mz, hence the backgrounds have to be carefully taken

into account. Estimation of the backgrounds from the above processes for the

L3 case is underway. Generators exist for ali the above processes and with the

exception of the generator for two-photon production of resonances, they have
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been Interfaced to the L3 detector simulation program.

Another background to one.photon events is showers in the BGO by cosmic

muons. These evens can be largely removed by requiring that the shape of

the shower be consistent 'with a photon coming from the interaction point and

making use of timing informationl

Selection of single-photon event candidates has been carried out for the 1989

and 1990 data in three steps. (This selection has been carried out independently

by two groups. The selection sketched here is the one carried out by the group

to which the University of Alabama belongs.) In the first step, carried out at the

production stage after the event has been fully reconstructed, cuts are applied to

reject Z° decays into hadrons or charged leptons, beam gas events, and event_

which show unambiguous evidence of being due to cosmics. Additional cu_

are applied to reject events triggered by noise in the BGO and events in which

there are no "good" showers or too marly (> 5) "good" showers. Care is taken

in the first step to accept certain topologies from radiative Bhabha and two-

photon interactions which could be useful for trigger efficiency measurement. In

the second step, evens are accepted only if there is a sIngle "good" shower in

the BGO with energy greater than 1 GeV and the activity in the remainder of

the detector is consistent with noise. "l'ight cuts are also applied to the shower

shape to further reject cosmics. For the 1990 run, the number of events left after

the second step is roughly 200 and the selection efficiency of the first two steps

is above 95%. The third step consists of scanning the events and electronically

analyzing them ta detail in order to identify a final sample of single-photon event

candidates.

Figure V.Sa shows the beam's eye view of the complete detector for a can-

didate single-photon event surviving the first two steps of the selection process.

Except for a few noise his in the tracking chamber, the only visible signal is a

single shower In the BGO, represented by the radial pulse height projection in

the BGO region. A closeup of the shower as seen looking down on the detector

is shown In Fima'e V.5b.
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Run# 199601 Event# 2120

Rgure V.5aSingle.-photonevent candidate in the L3 detector. Beam'seye view.
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Run# 199601 Event# 2120

• ...... -:- ...... ,, .... ,:__,;,,,,--_ _ .......

Figure V.5b Single-photon event candidate in the L3 detector. Close-up view from below.
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A directmeasurementofl"i,_,basedon the1989-90datawillprobablyreach

a precisionof10..20%.Althougharoughmeasurementcomparedtothepotential

ofwhatI.,3willbeabletoachieveatLEF overthenextI-2years,itisnonetheless

importanttocarryoutbecausetheexperienceofcarryingoutthefullanalysisis

valuabletounderstandingwhatismostcriticaltosuchananalysisand whatthe

limitationsofthesingle-.photonmeasurementare.A good experimentalunder-

standingoftheslngle-photoncontributionsfromradiativeproductionofneutri-

nosand processessuchase+e- ---+(e+e-)_,isalsoimportantwhen lookingfor

evidenceofZ°_ ,),(X)decays.

The searchforevidenceofdecaysZ° .--.,_(X)due toNew Physicsbenefits

fromthefactthatthephotonenergyrangemostlikelytobepopulatedlleswell

abovetheplateauofthesingle-photontriggerand,insome cases,evenabovethel

thresholdsoftheotherL3energytriggers,Withadatasampleequivalenttoaboutl¢'

about105Z°hadronicdecaysandassumingnoexcesseventsareobserved,upper

limitson BR(Z° _ 7(X))ofO(10-4)at95% confidencelevelwillbe obtained.

Intermsofthesearchforevidenceof a compositeZ boson,forexample,no

observationofsinglephotonswithenergyabove25GeV willreducethecurrent

upperlimiton/3fromabout50 toapproximately2.
4,

Finally,we brieflydiscusswhat sensitivitycanbe achievedinone-photon

physicsoverthenext2 years.We assumethatinthisperiodatleast100pb-I

isobtainedon ornearthepeak,thatthesingle-photontriggerisimplemented

whichisefficientaboveIGeV,and thatthedetectorisfullyinstrumentedabove

1.5degrees.

With100pb-Iatthepole,we estimatethatthestatisticalprecision,including

theeffectsofbackgroundsubtraction,on thedirectmeasurementoftheinvisible

widthwillbe about2%. Systematicuncertaintieswillarisefrom background

subtractions,frommeasurementoftriggerefficiency,from luminosity,etclFor

indirectmeasurementofthehadronicwidthfromZ decaysintohadronsand

leptons,thestatisticalprecisionachievedshouldbeI% orbetter.Estimatesofthe

systematictheoreticaluncertaintyfor"model-independent"fitsvaryfrom2..4%.
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There is additional systematic uncertainty due to luminosity but that is common

to the single-photon measurement as weil, For the single-p]"oton measurement

to be competitive with the indirect method then requires that the total systematic

error be controlled to the I-2 percent level, Whether or not systematics can

be controlled at this level can only be known by actually carrying through the

analysis,ltshouldbenotedthat,forthesameluminosity,roughlyafactoroftwo

ormoreinprecisionisachievedby carryingoutthesingh.'-photonmeasurement

4 GeV abovethepeak because(a)thecrosssectionislarger,(b)therelative

contributionfromthebackgroundsissmaller,and (c)themeasurementisless

sensitivetotothesystematicsofthetriggerthreshold(seeFigureI).

Witha luminosityof100pb"I,theraredecaysearcheswillbesensitiveto

branchingratiosassmallasafewtimes10-6,Inthecaseoftheexcitedneutrino

withan assumedmass of50 GeV,thistranslatesintoa sensitivitytovalueso{

A/fz up toabout5 TeV,almosttwo ordersofmagnitudelargerthanpre-LEP

limits.TakingthecompositeZ scenarioasanotherexample,a valueof/_==0.35

wouldgivea50'excessabovetheStandardModelforphotonenergiesgreater20

GeV.

D. Participationby theUniversityofAlabamagroup

J.BusenitzjoinedtheL3 single-photonphysicsgroupaftercomingtothe

UniversityofAlabama inJanuary1990,Havingbeenreleasedfrom teaching

dutiesfortheSpringsemester,heworkedatCERN fromFebuarythroughMay.

InadditiontobecomingfamiliarwiththetechnicalaspectsoftheL3analysisand

withtheL3 experimentingeneral,he helpeddefinetheselectioncriteriausedto

skimsingle.photoncandidateeventsfromtheproductionoutputand playedan

importantroleinidentifyinga new single-photontriggerschemewhich,relative

totheorlginalscheme,ismuch morerobustagainstthedominanttypesofBGO

electronicsnoise,Thisschemewas implementedby theexperimentinJune1990.

AftertakingSummer 1990toconcentrateon completingananalysisofsemilep-

toniccharmdecaysusingdatatakenbyFermilabexperimentE.-687,Busenitzisac-
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tively participating in the L3 single-photon analysis effort, Following a two-week

visit to CERN in the first part of September, the University of Alabama has major

responsibility in two projects to be carried out over the next few months, The

first is to interface an existing generator for two-photon production of hadronic

final states to the L.3simulation program so that the contribution from

e+e- R

to the single-photon background can be estimated for the L3. The participation

of the University of Alabama in this project is made feasible by the direct con-

nections within the group to the LEP3Net and internet networks, The second

project consists of carrying out, in cooperation with a University of Rome group,

the final selection of the single-photon event candidates from the 1990 data to be1

used for measurement of Fi.,, and search for 7(X) decays from New Physics, (AI
I

parallel selection is being carried out independently by groups from the Univer-

sit), of Lyon and the University of Florence,) The selection process requires the

transfer of data sets to Alabama for scanning and electronic analysis, These data

sets, which have an average size of several megabytes, are transferred easily and

quickly over LEP3Net,

The addition of Dr, Razis to the Alabama group is significant for the single-

photon effort in the future, as well as for the ongoing research interests in in-

clusive photon interactions and Z° decays into hadrons, dimuons, and possible

4 'h generation down quarks. His presence at CERN and close communication

with the Alabama group will facilitate the efforts made to contribute to the L3

effort from Alabama. J, Busenitz plans to spend Summer 1991 and the Fall 1991

semester at CERN, 'I_tis time is critical to the L3 single-photon physics assuming
a successful 1991 run.
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Table I

General Properties of the L3 spectrometer

Tracking

' Outer:. (muons) Drift Chambers ,

Resolution: 6(p)/p = 2% at 50 GeV/c

t

Inner:. Time Expansion Chamber

Resolution: 6(RO) = 50 #m

Az = 2 crn (charge division)

Calorimetry_

E.M.: Bismuth germanium oxide (BGO), 26.9 Xo

Resolution: ct(E)/E = (1.3/v/E + 0.5)%

Hadron: Uranium, 5.3 - 6.5 A

(sampling proportional chambers)

Resolution: o-(E)/E (60/v/E + 4)%
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Table II

Properties of the Z ° from L3

......

Mz 91.164 + 0,013 4- 0.030 (LEP) GeV/c 2

i ,, , ,, ,,

N_ 3,01 4- 0,11

, - ,, , , ,,,,

P_a 1.748 4- 0,035 GeV

,, ,, , ,,,

I_,._ 0.502 4- 0.018 GeV

'' ,, i ,

P_, 83.3 4- 1.3 4- 0.9 MeV

...... , , ,, ,,, --

F_ 84.3 4- 1.3 4- 1.0 MeV

, , , ,,, ,,

F_ 84.2 4- 1.4 4- 1.4 MeV

i

I'z 2.492 4- 0.025 GeV

__[

Coupling _+ I_- e+e-

" " ' '" , i

0 49v+°'°°5 -0.501 + 0.0006gA " ' "-0.00,5

00a_+o.o2o -0.057 4- 0.0027gV " ' "'"-0,015
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Table III

Lower Mass Limits for Stable Neutrinos from L3
95% C..L. Lower Mass Limits (GeV/c 2)

_ [

From: Dirac Majorana Scalar

- .,

Pz 43.2 35.4 27.8_ _ _

P;.,_ '" _14,2........ 37.6 " 31.9
......

_ 45.5 45.2 ' -
e 45,5' 45.1 .... -'

, ,; .... _. ,., .,

r 45.5 _4,8 _ -

Table IV

L3 Mass Limits from Pa.d, F_.,,, and P_,_
95% C.L Lower Mass Limits (GeV/c s)

Particle Lower Limit From
(GeV/c 2)

4'" Family Quark 46.0 l"a..a
4'h Dirac _, 44.2 Fi.,_

' '" , L .. ,,,,, --

Ma)orana z, 371"6 F_.,_
_ Sneu_no _ 31.9 F,,_'

'U_ .........squark_ 39.4 F_nv_ , ,,, ,

_ D0wn-Squark d .. _ 33.2 F_,_ ,,

Stable Lepto n ...... 27 P._
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Table V i

L3 Direct New Particle Searches
95% C.L. Lower Mass Limits (GeV/c _)

[

New Charged Leptons

Me. (Excited e) 45.0; 88 (A = 1)

M e. (Excited #) 45.3; 85 (A 1)
M,.. (Excited r) 45.5; 89 (A = 1)

ML+ !Sequential) 43.9
M L* (Stable) 38

Fourth Family Neutrinos

M,,4 ('v4 '-, #W') 45.5 I
Mv4(_4 ---_eW') 45.5 i

Mv4(u4 ---)fW') , 45.5

Supersymmetry

M_ (Smuon) 44
MI4, (Wmo) 44

Me (Selectron) 41

..... M_ iSquark) 45.4

Higgs

Mno (MSM Higgs) 36.2
Mho (MSSM Higgs) 41

..... MAO (MSSM Higgs) 26 (tanfl ,,_ 1)
MA° (MSSM Higgs) 40 (tanfl >> 1)

Mn* (_ r's) 42.5 . __

Mn, (--0 jets) 37.5

New Family: FCNC

Mh, (b' --,b + gluon) 45.5
Mb, (b' --*b + 7) 45.5
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Table VI

Partial List of Members of the L'_ Executive Committee

i

t

: I .....

Nations Members

,, ,,, , , , , i , , ,

United States U. Becket, J. Branson, W. Bugg,
D. DiBitonto, A. Engler, O. Fackler, R. Heinz,
H. Newman, A. Pevsner, P. Piroue, E Plasil,

'J. Reidy, J. Rohlf, G. Sanders, & others

-- w,, r,, i,

Soviet Union Y. Galaktionov, A. Lebedev, I. Savin,
N. Tchemoplekov, and others

Europe B. Borgia, M. Bourquin, K. L_.ibelsmeyer,
G. Rancoita, C. Sdacca, and others

, ................. _

Asia S,X. Fang, Z.W. Yin, A Gurtu, Y.Y. Lee,
D. Son, and others
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Table VII

L.k Forward Hadron Calorimeter Specifications

..An_malarCoverage: 0,03 ° _<®, (Tr- O) _<6,7°_
5,95 > [77[>_2.84

Distance from Interaction Point: 10.45 m

Outer Diameter: 3172 mm

We_ht (one side): 140 tons

I

Absorber: Fe/Pb, Fe (14 A)
,A

Detecting Medium: Silicon (outer);
Tetramethylsilane,
dual 2.5 mm gap

_Segmentation:

Transverse 40 x 40 mm s (Silicon);
20 x 20 mm 2

(&r] rain/max = 0.06/0.4, A_ = Ar_)

Longitudinal

Front Electromagnetic:. 25 layers, 15.6 X0, 1.6 A
Hadronic Center: 42 layers, 5.8 ),
Tail Catcher: 22 layers, 6.2 A

Total samples: 89 layers

Energy Resolution cr/E = 50%/_ + 4%

I
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Table Vlll

Estimated Annual Budget for the Van de Graaff .Institute
,,. [

University of Alabama Contributions

Positions Number Salary, _ ,

Director (9 mo) 1 $100,000,.,,,._ •

Facu!ty (9 mo) 13 $650,000 '
.......... S,!aff Physicists (9 mo) 7 $210,000

Technical Staff (12 mo) 4 $110,000

Secreta,ry (12 mo) ' 1 $15,000
Fringe Benefits $289,800

$1,374,800 I

One-time Capital Expenditures

Building (25,000 sq. ft.) I $7,500,000
.... " .... Machine Shop ] , $2,500,000

, , , Electronics Shop 1 $2,000,000
' computer Faality ] $800,000

$t2,800,000

DOE Contributions

Positions Number Salary
Director, Faculty (3 mo) 14 $250,000

Staff Physicists (3 mo) 7 $70,000
Postdocs (12 mo) 10 $250,000

Graduate Students (12 mo) 20 $240,000
Visitors (12 mo) 3 $180,000

Technical Staff (12 mo) 4 $120,000

Secretary (12 mo) 2 $30,000
Fring e Benefits . $189,800

.......... Operatin_ Costs $250,000

....... Capital Equipment $600,000
Overhead (@ 47%) $742,506,i i i.

$2,922,306



, Appendic!es.

I, LetterofInvitationtoAlabamafrom theL3 Collaboration,

II,ExpressionofInteresttotheSuperconductingSuperColliderLaboratory
by_theL#¢Collaboration,May,1990,
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' I_'_ -_'] ORGANISATION EUROPlt:.'ENNE POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLEAIR£
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

Laboratmre Europ_enpour la Phvl_0cluedes Partioulea
- EuropeanLaboratory for ParticlePhysics

_,.,v,.=u,.,
OIN6YA IWITZlRLANO

Adteilie Dollt aletMalhng ¢cldremll_:

4

CERN
CH-1211GENl_VE23 Professor Daryl DiBitonto

, ,

University of Alabama

T_lexlTelex: 419000 CER CH : College of Arts and Sciences
TAl6gtamme/Telegr,ml CERNLAB:GIINEVE Department of Physics
Telephone / Telepl_one; , 206 Gallalee

Oi,eCt: Net,onil 10221] Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487-0324
Intern|lionel + 41 22

CentrillExohenge: " 83(]1 11 U,S,A,

Fax direct: "

Fax gertereligenetll: " 8365 55

Moire tlhi4'enoe/Yout teletenoe

No,,,,,t,,,.a,,ou,,,,.,,,_, Geneva, July 18, 1989

I

I

Dear Professor DiBitonto, t

I am pleased to report to you that in the last L3 General Meeting of

July 7, 1989, we discussed your participation and voted to welcome the

University of Alabama physics group to Join us.

Furthermore, I wish to report to you that on July 14, at 4z20 p.m., the

beam has circulated for the first time around LEP exactly according to the
plans made years ago.

Your participation at CERN will ensure that the University of Alabama

physics department can make a significant contribution to the e'e" physics at
LEP.

With best regards,

Samuel C.C. Ting
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, V, HADRON CAL.ORIMETER SYSTEM 45

,&.,DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS - ..... -..... "..... "....

A,1, Introduction tO = _EVENTS tt
' The designof the caJodmeterderivesfrom the general

L" concept: The detector Is a precision Instrument H'--Z*Z* 4"_

searching for new physics through, first of all, leptonic (mH" tTeV) 1Jli
and photon channels and second quark channels (the Z,_/_+=-
measurementof jets), The calorimeter,therefore,should
be multlfunotlonal, lt provides Identificationof electrons, | ! '

muons, and jets and serves as a tr'ac:kingdevice by' 404 I ; _

helpingto solvepattern recognition problems,lt provides !_
capabllttyto separateelectrons from hadronsby measur, r, ,

Ing shower shape and to separate muons from other Ii I J
particles by total absorption of hadronic components, lt . r, p. i_It,:

l lti [ Iii
must detect muon bremsstrahlung and provide cot. _' "" =' "_t"I:'_ 1"respondingcorrectionsto muonenergymeasurements, l,itI 11t,=,t,,

The electrornagnetlocalorimeter Is a separate de<II, t0° F.r,=,ri_'_,.iilt']l _ti
cated device for preolse measurement of electron and F._ilti!l!_!i iiit/i l_!i
photon energy and Isdiscussed In Chapter VI, l'=J_t!_;J,'J'_;#_t,i_!., _1!

A,2, Energy Measurement by Total Absorption, 50 60 70 80 90 400

Devices usedto measure energy by total absorption FIg,V,1,Anexarnploof deteriorationofZ -_2prn,,u r,aolutlon
are of two types: (1) homogeneous,where the same due to fluotu=tlon=of muonenergyIo==In the 12_ h=dron
medium Is used both for particle detectionand absorp, a=lorlrne_®t(dotted line), Correctiontortheseflu=u=tlon=',#iiibe
tlon, and (2) sampling,wheredifferent _mpllng and ab. rnmd=by oltorlrnetlr l,mpllng mel, lurementl (solid Ilnet, The
sorbing media are used, The electromagnetic energy re=orion I= pp _ H° (1TeV) .-*'ZZ "4'4_ t

resolutionof a homogeneouscalorimetermade of scln. satisfactorymeasurementofmuonbrernsstrahlungener.
tlllattngc_rystalsllkeBGOor BsF2is markedlysuperiorto gy losses,

sampling calorimeters, However, the response to According to parameterlzatlon (Ref,V,3) 98% of theelect.tonsexceeds that of hadrons by a factor of ~ 1,5,
This means that when a homogeneous calorimeterIs energy of a 1 TeV hadron Is contained In 12 ),, lt Is

necessaryto keepthe fluxr6sultlngfromhadronicdebds
Introducedto ensureveryhlgh-predslonelectromagnetic of high energy showersat a levelthat Is acceptablefor
energymeasurements,the pre olslonof jet energymass
urements Is somewhat oornpromtsedsince In this case muondetection, Foran Inddent hadronof severalhun.
compensationIs not !lkelyto L_ achieved, dred GeV, 12_.are sufficientto keep thisflux below1%,

Goodtime resolution( ,.,20 ns) isneed_ to avoIdpile-up
In the L*, lepton measurements have the highest (Ref,V,4),

priority,TheL" calorimeterdesigngoalsfor energymess.
A.4, Radiation t-lardn,_saRequirement=

urementare as follows: The best possibleresolutionfor
photonsand electrons (better than 1% at 10 GEV);ac. Studies(Ref,V.5)showthatInthe rapidityIntervalfrom
curatemeasurementofmuonenergylosses,Inpartio,Jlar 0 to ,3,5units a Pb.Fe.SIcalorimeterwithan Innerradius
due to bremsstrahlung(10% at 10 GEV);and adequate of about 1 m shouldbe able to withstanda total yearly
(betterthan10%at100GeV)jetenergyresolution,Ascan neutron fluence of 1012to 1013neutrons/om2,The annual
be seen from Fig,V.1, the very high precisionof the L* dosedue to chargedparticlesIs les_Important,
muon detector can only be achievedif one correctsfor B, SILICON CALORIMETRY
muonenergylosses Inthe hadroncalorimeter,

B,1, Introduction
A.3. Segmerrtatlon, Depth, and Time Resolution

Silicon calorimetry has become an Importantfea_Jre
Segmentationisdeterminedby hadronicshowersize of modem colliderand fixed.targetexperimentswithap-

and bremsstrahlungphotonmeasurementand matches pllcatlonsrangingfrom a fractionof onesquaremeterto
_hatof the electromagneticcalorimeter,Studies(Ref,V,1) a few tens of square meters,To date, silicon has been
show that an average transverse segmentation of usedpdmadly In electromagneticcalorimetersand to a
to/x AF,= 0,04 x 0, _ Isadequate,Longitudinalsegmen, lesserextent In position.sensitivedevtoes for Improved
rationIs needed both for electronIdentiflcatlonand for position resolutionIn hadron calorimeters.The well-un.
general tracking and pattern recognition(Ref, V,2), We derstoodpropertiesof sll;,.:onas an Ionizationsarn_lng
choosethehadroncalorimeterto haveanaverageofnine device,Itsoutstandingpotential for meetingmanyof the
readout segments(about 1 ,,1each), which ensuresthe most stringentreq,ulr_rn_nt_of SSC c_!oflrneter_and
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,simplicity of structural'support have I,,._us to choose I_ but designing silicon calorimeters as compactly as pos.
for the L" detector, sible remains crucial for economic reasons,

B.2. Advantage=Of Silicon 2. Electronicsfor silicondevicesareoftenperceivedto
The intrinsicadvantagesof siliconarewell known.With be more expensive than those for other techniques.

respect to almost every technical requirementof SSC Wherethis is true, it resultsfrom the attemptto design
calorimetry,siliconasa samplingmediumisthe equalof, electronicsthat make full use of the superior charac.
or surpasses,othert_chniques of sampling calorimetry, teristlcsofsilicon- particularlysegmentation,speed,and
with the exception of radiattor:hardnesswhere liquefied pile.up. For a given set of performancecharacteristics
raregasesarea clearchoice.:Webrieflysummarizehere (such as those achievable with liquid argon or warm
the propertiesof silicon and compare them to other liquids),the costs per channel for electronicsare essen-
technilues. tially identical.

1. With respect to speed, silicon is rivaled only by 3, Whilecomputer simulationsindicatethat lt Is pos-
scintillatorsystems,lt Isby farthe fastestofthe ionization sible to achieve e/_ = 1, no full siliconcalorimeterhas

techniques, with transit (or charge collection) time of yet beenbuiltto demonstratethlspropertyexperlmental.
15-30 ns,thereby minim[zingpile-upproblerns, ly, although the SICAPO collaboration has such tests

underway, and the resulton ehz _tlo will be available
2. Absolute gainfor the samplingmedium. Likeother (Ref.V.16),

ionizationchargemeasuringdevices, siliconhasa fixed
gaindeterminedessentiallyby the thicknessof thesilicon 4. The questionof radiation damageto silicondetec-
wafer, tors requires attention, A clear understandingof the

mechanismsof silicondamage and of their effectson
3. Silicon inherentlyresponds Ilnear'v to deposited detectorperformance,andan understandingof the SSC

energy. Electron-hole recombination is not important environmentand the electronicparameterspertinentto
even for fission fragments. There is no loss of energy SSCoperation,are requiredto judge thepotentialeffects
sensitivity(saturation)for highlyionizingparticlessimilar of radiationon siliconperformance.

t
to that foundin bothcryogenic andwarm liquids, In summary,if one comparessiliconcalorimetrywith

4.Transversesegmentation.Heresiliconisfarsuperior other techniques,the general conclusionis that for the
to other techniquesand limited only by practical con- _me level of performance-that is, speed,segmenta.
.sideratlonsof channel numbers, tion, etc.-the cost of silicon samplingcalorimetry ex-

5. LongtudinaJsegmentation.Siliconissimilarto other ceedsthose of otheropt!onsonlythroughthecostof the
sampringtechniquesand channel number considera- silicon.This may be offset to some extent bY simpler
ttonsdominate the choice of segmentation. Sampling mechanicalconstructionrequirementsforthecalorimeter.
thicknessof ,-,1Xoand readoutsegmentationof ~ 1_.are However,the capability of silicon tc Improvethe calo..
feasible, rimeterperformancemakessilicon anattractivesolution.

6. Siliconoperateswellat roomtemperature,although B.4, Radiation Damage

operationat -20 ° C improvesradiationdam;.,_gennise Abrief summaryof radiationdamageto siliconandits
characteristicsby 2 ordersof magnitude, effect on calorimeter performance and parameters is

7. Silicon is Insensitiveto magneticfields and is very given here.

Iikelythe technologythat givesthe mostcompactdevice 1. In the hadron calorimeter,the neutronand dow
possible, hadron Ionization willproduce (clueto displacement

8. Monitoringof electronicsgain by radioactivesour- threshold)heavierradiationdamage to silicon(approxJ-
ces is possibleby simpledepositionof low-levelactivity matolybyafactorof 100)thantheelectromagnetictonlza-
on siliconsurfaces, tlon.

9. Becausethe silicon detectorarrays can be easily 2. At radiationlevels .ff 1012to 1014rVcm2 the major
attached to absorber plates, structural frames in calo- eff_<:tof radiation dan,:',geis the increaseof leakage
dmeterconstructionare almost unaffectedby the sam- currentinthedetector.A secondarybut Importantfactor
p_ingmediumandaredeterminedprimarilyby mechanicaJ isbulkdisplacementdamage,whichresultsindecreased
and electricalconsiderations, sensitivityand higher_resistivitywith increase of bias

10.Anothermajoradvantageof slliconisthat onlylow voltagerequiredto maintainfullchargecollection.Meas-
bias voltages are required (= !.30 V), which markedly urementsby LJndstrom(Ref.V,6) haveindicated thatat
simplifiesdesignconsiderations, room temperatureleakagecurrentIn 500_umsniconv,q'll

Increase by 30/_A/cm2 after a neutron exposure ofB.3. Disadvantages of Silicon ._13 _,__2 ,,,_ _ .... __.._ __,..,__ __.. ,_
IU IVt.,III o VVI::t E"JL_UIII_ IIt_'ll:: LIi¢:It, LII_ I¢:I, UI4:ILIUII UU_I_I I_

1.The majordisadvantage of siliconisthe high cost of derivedfrom the SSC environmentand is acquired rela-
finisheddetectors.This situationis Improvingwithtime, ttvelyslowtysuch thatself-annealingtakes piace.
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,,

We wish to emphasize two major points, which have a coordinating this effort. The total surface required is al:>-
major impact on the utility of silicon In high radiation proximately 5 x 107 crn2,'The Titanium.Magnesium Fac.
environments, tory at Zaporozhye, Ukralne, Soviet Union, can produce

1, Radiation damage .tnsilicon Is bulk darr_ge clue to float.zone refined _litc<:._ncrystals of either n. or p-type of
trap formation and the leakage current increase due to high resistivity. The mor';ocrystals are currently produced
these.traps is highly temperature dependent. The simple In Ingots of up to 76 mm In diameter and more than10 cm
expedient of operating the detector at -20°C, which can long. Assuming that the wafer thickness wilt be 0.5 mm
be done with conventional refrigeration techniques, will and that the waste will be 0.4 mm,the total weight of
reduce.leakage current by factors of 30 to 80 and thus material required ts about 24 tons, Including a 20% con-
give a corresponding increase In radiation hardness, tlngency. The factory can produce 5.-6 tons of material

annually. Thus, the required amount of silicon can be
2. The .traditional use of silicon tn high-resolution produced In about 4-5 years.

nuclear spectroscopy has of necessity required
amplifiers with long shaping times and.very 10wnoise. For The required number of wafers Is about 3 x 10s, This
these amplifiers, noise increase due to radlatlon-damage- production wlll be performed primarily In Minsk, Byelorus.
induced leakage .current at long shaping times Is not sia, Soviet Union, by the Research Center assoctatedwith
tolerable. However, with the 10-ns shaping time used In the University of Byelorussia.and by sub_,ontractors. Site-
our design of the SSC preamplifiers, the effect, of noise Ing, lapping, polishing, thermal oxidation, multiple photo-
due toleakage currents is neady negligible. Figure V.2 lithography, Ion implantation, and metal (aluminum)

deposition will be performed by them. T_hefabflcatlon of
shows noise vs shaping time for three different values of wafers is estimated to be about 7 x 105wafers per yearleakage current. .

and can proceed in parallel with silicon Ingot production.

04 . . . The total cost of the raw silicon Ingots Is estimated to5X 1 I

• /_,,, J }l_Jl'lJ be about 60M Roubles plus 5M$ needed for the purchase

- ,iL,
ii of quality control equipment. The estimate of wafer I_ro-

" " " ductlon cost Includes cost of labor as well as the purchase= ' /I
I:Z:: I . , of needed equipment. Provided that an R&D program Is

.... Implemented, the production is estimated to cost 40M
uJ ,, ,,, Roubles plus 5M$.

_._...__" , " ' ";P" C. CENTRAL AND ENDCAP REGIONS0 __-" ,
Z _ ., C.1. General Layout and Energy Resolution

_='_"-- "_ _ crnr'-"I",_ ---" Figures V.3 and V.4(a) show the layout for the L*
.... _ _ . calorimeter hadronic sections. In the hadron .calorimeterq -0 ns 100ns S the passive medium consists of lead and stainless steellayered plates with relative thickness chosen to reduce
SHAPING TIME the electron response of the calorimeter so that e/h

Rg. V.2.AmplifiernoiN v'=sh=pingtimeanti leakagecurrentfor remains close to 1 in the hadronic part. There is ex-
bipolarpreamplifier.C_¢ulatJons=re madefor 500_uthicksilicon perimentaJ evidence that particular combinations of calmdetectorw_ththean =ue=of3 X 3cre2;inputcapacit4mce180pFlt
fulldepletion,

SUPPORTTUBE

These two factors combine to provide 2 to 3 orders of / BARREL
magnitude improvement in silicon radiation hardness. _f5 MODULESX 46SECTORS
Extensive calculations Indicate neutron doses at the inner .,_---"-.._ / Pb'/FeABSORBER/St
face of the L* hadron caJodmeter of less than 3 x 10!3 / / _ DETECTORLAYERS

=3 loye=, osagof / "-- / _//_:_',_'I_'_'_,_,_----'_ 8 SECTORS

3 X 101'n/c'-'With°'c°°lingthlsw°uldIeadt°a /__I /

leakage current of 900/_hJcm 2. With cooling to -20°C this
is reduced to acceptable level of 12-30/_/k/cm 2 with a
negligible effecton noise. After 10 years, charge trapping

from bulkdamage could become important and perhaps , F"_-';_-'=--- -''=-__ I) /

ofrequireannealing or replacement of a significantfractionthesilicon. __._/

!
B.5. Silicon Procurement

We are requesting the silicon wafers from the Soviet

- Union. The Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (Dubna) is Fig.V.3.ThecentraJhadroncaJorimetor.
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rtmeter materialswill be compensating (Ref. V.7). lt Is As describedInChapter I1,the mechanicalsupportfor
suggestedthat a Pb-Fe-SIcalorimetershould consistof the mm calorimeter Is designed In a way that lt can be
a mtxture such that Pb/(Pb+ Fe) = 0,25, in length, to replacedby a finesampling,(0.5Xo) siliconsection,In this
ensurethate/h = 1, However,the BaF2electromagnetic case,theentirecalorimeter should becompensating,and
calorimeter, which Is 1,67 ), deep, prevents the entire the hadron resolution will be

calorimeter from exhibiting full compensation, _ = ._E + 1%
700mm ...i_-_, LI-CAeL,=6AP

..=-', _- '--_- .... _..... - - - ._..... _-- where the 1% constant term is defined by systematic

ii , ! ii_-._.+. -_ ',-,.",' ,._"_ .500m" _ uncertalntltesof calibration, unt/ormity,stability,etc,The

_._ e.m resolution for this fine sampling sectionwill bev_:

15._%+ 1%
. 3350mm

• (1%due to systematlcs mentioned above), Figure V,4(b)

showsthe layout of the fine sampling Pb-Fe-SIsection,

,40C)mm The amount of silicon required for suchupgrade Is30%

__ of that required for the central calorimeter,
._._q...... C.2. Segmentation.

,-t_'-'_2e7 4691 mm-----,- A unique requirement of the hadron calorimeteristhat
111111

(I) B_F2e,.m ¢4mtortmelerlnfront. it should preserve the excellent muon momentum
precisionof the L* detectorby accuratemeasurementof

700mm _ iFCABLING6_P , the bremsstrahlung photons, aswellas other muonener, '
..... -= ="i .... _='........... gy losses, To achieve the precision of (30---40%)/V'Ein

l- 500mm these measurements,tt isnecessaryto maintain2to ,4Xo
sampling throughout the entire calorimeter with gt:)od
longitudinal segmentation.

3265 mm _ j The basic silicon pad size will be approximately

• Smaller pad sizes, while feasible,are not required be-
cause the L* hadron calorimeter segmentationdoes not

LI. ___ needto exceedthe segmentationof theBaF, electromag.lJ ._ _ , I netlc section that precedes lt (see ChapterVI), Weas-

........... ! sume that hadronic towers are constructedby,summing'6---2287 mm_ 4691mm preamplifieroutputs from the basic3 x 3 cmL units,aJ-
(b) Rne samplln'gFe-Pb-Sle-m¢slorlmeterInfront, thoughsome variationin pad si;ceisrequiredto provide

full coverage. Towers at small angles at the inner

Rg. V.4.Sldequatler s_on of thecentralhadroncalorimeter, calorimeteredge are 3 x 3 cm2,whereasat the 90=outer
Three out offiveassembliesareshown. Absorber liyer=are=hown edgethey are aslarge as 12 x 12 cm2. Withthe average
schern=ttcally atcorrectorientation, readout longitudinal segmentation of 9, lt leads to a

channelcountof 180 000 inthe hadroniccalorimeter.
From our experiencewith the 1,3calorimeter,we ex- C.3. Structure

pectthe hadronenergyresolutionof the BaF2(e-m)and
Pb-Fe-SI(hadron) caJorimetersystemto be As can be seen in Fig. V.4, the calorimeterbeginsat

50% r = 1.40 m and extends to r = 3.33 m, In the endcap
E = _ + 4% region, lt beginsat 2.287 m and extendsto 4.691m from

the crossing point along the beam direction.Angular
withan e-m resolutionof_ coverageof above 5.7" Is provided.The centralhadron

1.3% calorimeterconsistsof fiveassembliesweighingbetween
E = -q'E- "+"0.5% 100and 800 tons,which in turnare composed ofa total

Based on indication that liquidxenon is likely to be of 17 structuralmodules(15 barrelringsand2 endcaps).
compensating,the overall resolutionInvoMng a liquid Each of these modules Is subdivided in,to 16 (8 for
xenon e-m sectionIs estimatedto be endcaps) azimuthal segmentswith 51 to 60 layers of

(:rh 50% absorber and sillcon sense layers. FigureV,5shows one
E = _ + 2% segment.The mechanical structure of these modules,as

well as the assembly procedure, is similar to that of the
1.3hadron calorimeter. Structuralframing for the modules

q
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consists of two 20.mm.thlck stainless.steelmembranes ments,For500/zm silicon, the pad capacitance will be
between which the absorber plates are installed, approximately180pF, Largerpad sLzeswltlbe forTnedby
Separator/support walls between azimuthal segments area summingthese padswithin layers,This mlntmLT.es
run at small angles to radial directionsto minimize the signal-to-noiseproblems and simplifiesthe system by
dead-regioneffect.,The maximum stressappliedto the requiting only a single ASIC (application-specificin-
side membranes is calculatedto be ~ 30 kgJcm2, tegrated circuits) preamplifier design throughout. Oak

The description of the absorber structure follows (see Ridge Natlonal Laboratory (ORNL) has produced a
Fig. V.5) A 2 Xo layer Is 27 mm thick. Absorber plates preamplifier under generic R&D funding for a detector
consist of 18 mm of austenitic stainless steeland 6 mm capacitanceof 100pFwtth a power dissipationof 2.5 mW,
of lead. A sense layer Is bonded to the stainless steel, a risetime of 14 ns, and a signal-to.noise ratio of 6:1 for
Thus each layer tsa mechanicallyself-contalnedunit,and minimum Ionizing particles. Studies Indicate that at

180 pF we can achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 4:1.fabrication and testing of the Indtvidua} layers are per-
Powerdissipation could be traded offfor morespeed and

3mmSAMPLINGGAP lower noise,A conservativepower dissipationof 10 mW

_.__ ,SmmSilic0n*Circuitry per channel is assumed, The ASIC preamplifier will be

__0 configured into quad preamplifiers and located at the
/__..._._._....____._fj___...__ intersectionof silicon pads, Packagedamplifiersof this

type can be produced at a cost of about 1,155 per
amplifier Inthe quantitiesneeded for this detector,The

LAYERS_- _ abilityto design and produce these elementscheaply Is

.._i __ I_2mPb an essentialfactor In favor of using silicon.
3mmSAMPLINGGAP Signal Routing

_ .5 mm S ]Jl_CO, d" Ci,_ui' r Y W It him a given la ye r. sl g nals frorn lhd Iv ld bal

35 ____7""__ _ preamplifiersare combined to form larger-arealayer _ig-

LAYERS _' ___ nalswhtchare then routed to the edge of the absorber
wheresumming amplifiersare located(Fig.V,5), SignaJs/ from several consecutive layers are then summed

- togetherto create a signalfor an individualchannel. On

__ average,nine longitudinal segmentswillbe formedin this

\18mmFe
6mmPb way. Ali the signals are routed to the outer rim of the

Rea_outCl calorimeter assembly, where plpellned storage and
SummingCircuit

SiliconWafer Preamp digitization, as well as trigger-formation circuitry, are
housed,

Fig. V.S.The e,_odrneter ,=b=orbertc:letecmr=tructure mt90=.

Trigger Considerations

formed prior to installation In the modules. The 3-mm lt Isclear that the major responsibilityfor the first level
space between absorbing plates contains silicon, trigger will fall to the electromagnetic and hadron
preamplifiers, and signal-routing circuitry. A 4 Xc)layer calorimeters.Not only will tower sumsprovide an energy
consists of a double thickness of lead and stainlesssteel trigger, but tt also seemsfeasible to provide a very fast
with a totaJthickness of 51 mm. The entire calorimeter Is Isolated muon trigger. With an average longitudinal seg-
11.7;. deep at 90" and 13.9;. at 5.7". At 90=the hadron mentation of 9, tracking of Isolated muons is certainly
calorimeter will consist of 35 layersof 2 Xothickness and achievableand highly desirable.Such segmentationalso
16 layersof 4 Xothickness.Then'r_ control of the central improves the bremsstrahlung corrections to the muon
hadron calorimeter is achieved by liquid cooling of the momentum measurements.
entireassembly to -20"0. A stainlesssteelshroud on the
exposed surfaces of the calorimeter provides for the Additional summing amplifiers for triggering purposes
containment of both the cooled surfacesand the co, ant. will be located at the perimeter of the calorimeter, where
Compensation for thermal expansion Is provided by the appropriate segment sums can be made and sent to the

trigger electronics. Coarsersums may be developed for
useof similar materialsand com_lant attachments where the first level trigger and finer sums for the second level
necessary.The entire calorimeter weighs 1710tons. trigger. While the first level trigger Is likely to be formed
C.4. Electronics from thresho4ds on analog sums, the data may be
Preamplifier== digitlzecl, with flash ADCs, for computing second level

The est!m_t,_ t,-,_,l,=,,,_,,.,f,=m,.,,-,,.,r,_,-,,,z,,_,.4i,_=_nn,_;z triggers. The digitization rate depends heavily on the
............. _ ....... ' design of _hetriggering system.After thefirst level trigger,

yielding approximately 5.8 million 3 x3 cm2de_ectorele- the rate should be below 1 MHz. After the second level
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trigger, the rate should be below 10 kHzl In any case, D, FORWARD CALORIMETER SYSTEMS

pipelined storage will be required to hold the data for D.1. Forward Acceptance
trigger decision. While data acquisition will involve ali
180 000 channels, the first and second level trigger will The forward electromagnetic and hadrontc calorimetry
work with coarser resoiutton by summing together many covers the angular region from 6,'P down to 0,3°,
segments, D.2. Choice of Detector Technology

PowerDisstpation and Cooling The anticipated high-radiation environment in the for-
ward region places severe constraints on the choice of

Neat generated within the calorimeter Isprimarily from detector technology, At a distance of 10,5 m from the
two sources; electronics and detector leakage current, primary interaction vertex, the expected neutron fluency
The predomtnant source of heat for the electronlcs comes at2,0 ° (r/ = 4,05)is 10t4 neutrons/cm2/year while the
from the preamplifiers. A conservative estimate yields corresponding gamma ray dose at the same position Is
electronic power consumption within the calorimeter of 10 Mrad (Ref, V,5), This ensures operation at radiation
67 kW, where 10 kW Is due to detector dark current, Dark levels comparable or less than In the endcap region of the
current will be increased with radiation exposure, We central calorimeter, Below this angle the radiation levels
estimate conservatively a maximum leakage current of rise rapidly and can seriously reduce the operational
40#Ncm 2, which would be localized to high.radiation lifetime of most detector technologies,

areas, If we assume that the entire calorimeter exhibits For the angular region above 2,0 ° BaF2 is chosen as
such a high current, the maximum power generated is the electromagnetic detector medium, followed by a
200 kW at the end of 10 years, leading toa power load for silicon sampling medium for the hadron calorimeter.
the entire calorimeter of less than 300 kW, Below 2,0°, we choose a radiation-hardened warm liquid
C.5. Specifications and Performance technology both for electromagnetic and hadronic sec-

tions, which will go down as far as 0,3° (r/ = 5.95); To
CentralCalorimeter maintain better hermetlctry ovei' the transition reglc_n at
Innerradius 14o,oom 2°, we prefer warm liquid technology over cryogtenlcouter radius 333,0om
SupporttubeInnerradius 335,0om technology (LAr), As a backup solution for the choice of
Ringmodule-* 15 BaF2 and silicon, we propose a warm liquid technologyAzimuthalsegmentation 16
Tolalweight 1506tons for the total forward calorimeter,

ErW=ap= D,3, Forward Calorimeter Layout
Ltmgt__ t:_am 230,0am

imuthalsegmentation 8 The forward calorimeter shown In Fig. I1.1covers the
Innerradius(minimum) 20.3cm
Outerradlus 138.0m angular region from 6,7= (r/ = 2,84) down to 0.3°
Totalweight(twomoc_ules) 204tons (77= 5,95) and extends between 10,5 and 13,5 m from
Absorber the Interaction point. The detector is divided into an Inner
Materl==l Pb + FgD(slalnles==teel) and outer sections, separated at 2.0 = (Fig, V,6),2X_layer 0.6omPb + 1,8¢mFe
_e_,,(2.>:O) 35 The outer forward calorimeter consists of a (25 Xo,1,2¢mPb + 3,6cmFe..,..,0,=yo,
Layers (4XO) 16',t 90°;25 "t 5,7= 1.7,_) BaF2 electromagnetic section followed by a 12
Depth lead-stainless steel hadron calorimeter with silicon sam-
With BaF_ and support tube 11,7_at90° piing media. This outer silicon hadron calorimeter con-
With8a_ 13,9Aat5,_' slsts of a 6,,!,front section composed of 42 layers of 6 mm
Segmentation of lead, 18 mm of stainless steel, a 3-mm detector gap,
/_t7X&_. average) 0,04× 0,04
Longitudinal(average) 9 '
Numberofchannel= I_0,000 _= 3046 =_

R.,.,o=-., P.rtorm..n=. _'EC--_"--- HC _T C"-'_(

Thickness 500_'n
Charge¢o/lectiontime 15n=

I1  11!Preamplifiernoise
(at180pF, 10ns =ha,ping) 13Kelectrons

Estimatede-menergyre,=,;
In_ section 28%/_/E
In,X_ ,action 4.0%NE _--_20 -- _"-"--_t' -" --
WithBa,F_e.mcalorimeter 50%/_,/_._.4% ..T_._..
Witl'_fine_.amplingsilicone-m 50%/VE+ 1%
calorimeter Fig.V.6.Longltucltnalviewof the forward calorimeter=,/stem

showingthe outer electromagneticcalorimeter(BaF2),the outer
hadron calorimeter(Sl), anc_the inner calorimeter OMS) Deiow
_=2 °.
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and a 6.,_tall section composed of 22 layers of double- 1'he corresponding number of silicon detector ele.
thickness absorber layers and 3.mm gap, The expected ments in these two regtons Is 3544 and 2228 per layer,
energy resolution for this device Is o/E = 0,013/_,/(E) + respectively, Detector elements are grouped into tower
0,5% (electromagnetic) and 5I)%/v'(E) . 4% (hadronic), segments,

The Inner forwarrJ ,_,,..io_.meter(plug) consists of a The silicon detectors will be mounted against the ab.
sampling TMS calort_'_,',,,.:_,er,t.'Fhet'wo back sections have sorber slices, which form rings around the beam tube, For
the similar absorber st.'rt!jc,.tur_:tas the oUter forward Installation and service reasons the rings are grouped Into
calorimeter with dual 3.mm-gap TMS Ionization cham- two longitudinally separated assemblies, Radiation.hard
bers, The front section consists of 25 absorber layers variants of the central calorimeter electronics will be used
(each of 1 X0) providing a total of 1,8 _, for the front end electronics of this detector, Later stages

The total weight of the forward calorimeter unit Is of the DAQ chain will ;:,e modified for the much larger
260 tons for the hadronic section and 20 tons for the occupancy In the forward direction,

electromagnetic section, D,6, Inner Forward Calorimeter

D.4. Outer Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter Below 2,0°, the choice of technology for the Inner

For the outer forward electromagnetic calorimeter we (plug) forward calorimeter is warm liquid [tetramethyl.
choose a similar transverse segmentation of sllane(TMS)]withPb-Feradlatormaterlal, Equaldetector
,_r/ = /__< 0,04 (on average) as In the central response (compensation) for the measurement of
calorimeter, There are In total 7610 crystals In the outer electromagnetic and hadronic energy can be expected
forward electromagnetic calorimeter. (Ref, V,8), Warm liquid hydrocarbon and sllane media

such as TMS and tetramethylpentane ('I'MP) can satls_
The photosensors and the DAQ chain for the BaF2 the detector requirements for radiation hardness

crystals are identical to those used in the central (Ref, V.9), The TMS Ionization chambers will be mounted
electromagnetic calorimeter (see Chapter VI), Also, the in containers allowing for the pressure build-up due to

I
mechanicalsupport of the crystals will use similar techni, chemical disintegration, t
ques as In the central region, The electrodes of the Ionization chambers are seg.

The BaF2 calorlmeterformsa ring mounted against the mented In the following way: each of the 89 planes Is
forward hadron calorimeter ,sitting tn the support tube subdivided Into 940 cells of 20 x 20 mm 2. By summing
(see Figs. I1,1and V,6), five consecutive layers 33464 tower segments are formed
D.5. Outer Forward Hadron Calorimeter (see Fig, V,7),

The outer forward hadron calorimeter uses for ease of With the development of fast, radiation-hard charge
fabrication and hermetlctt_/two sizes of silicon detectors preamplifiers for warm liquid calorimetry (Refs, V.10 and
providing a segmentation of &r/ = &_ < 0,04 (on V,11), fast detector response ts posslble desplte the rela-
average) thus matching the BaF2 crystals, The detector ttvely slow drift velocities in these liquids, In response to
sizes (see Fig. V,7) for two regions are 20 x 20 mm 2 the repetition rate of the SSC only the very front spike
(2o _.<e < 4°) and 40 x 40 mm ;z(4° .: e < 6,7°), (16 ns) of the lontzatlon signal will be used. Under these

conditions only moderately severe purity requirements
need to be met: Free electron lifetimes of _ 1#s are more
than sufficient for adequate charge collection efficiency,

-'_-"_i ---r--"_-" To m,_,tntainth_,_intrinsically fast response of the front.

_ i _- \t end ele!',tronics (less than 10 ns), the preamplifier must_! ! _.... be mounted directly on the detector, Detector
:: , , _-_ capacitance, in turn, must be kept as low as possible,

i i J' _ either by the choice of small electrode size or by series

... _ ;

i l ] i i connection of larger electrodes, For the pad size of.,.LI J " 20x20mm 2 and 3.mm gap proposed for this
" ] ! _ calorimeter, the corresponding source capacitance will

easily guarantee an amplifier risetlme between 5 ns and4_ mm .387 mm "780 mr,_ 13(_9 mm
(0, 2") (2') (4") (6.7") 10 ns on the basis of previous design considerations for

fast, front-end electronics (Ref, V.10).

D.7. Electronics

Fig, V.7, Cross section of the outer h==dron c,=lorimetet showing A monolithic front-end charge preamplifier manufac.
the S! _e!e_or _rrJ_n.n,.rn_=nt(_bov*, _=), and the inner calorimeter tured in an industrialradiatlon-hardened(D-I)BiFETtech.
("T'MS)with its subdivision of the electroclee,, nology has recently been developed for warm liquid

calorimetry (Ref, V.11) with < 500 rms electrons of noise,
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This same design can also be applied to a silicon ionlza, light attenuation length 4 m, decay time 2 ns, and rnaxl.
tton medlum which meets and exceeds the correspond- mum emtssion wavelength 423 nra,
Ing requirements, for speed, sensitivity, and radiation The fiber has a diameter of 1mm and consists of a WLS
hardness, Fast output rise times can be achieved for the core and of a claddtng of about 30 dm thickness, wrth
pad size of 20 x 20 mm 2 and 3.mm gap foreseen In the refractive index lower than that in the core, The scintilla.
TMS calorimeter from the low input source capacitance lion Itght is absorbed by the WLS Irl the fiber core and is
(3 pF), For the larger pads of 40 x 40-mm 2 (340 pF), the then reemitted with the longer wavelength, A fraction of
same amplifier rise time can be maintained by ratslng the reemttted light (6-7%) Is trapped Inside the fiber and
noise specifications from this preamplifier (see Sect, C,4), travels to the photodetectors, Only the part of the fiber
In a recent design upgrade, the rise time of this device is contained inside the liquid scintillator cell has the WLS tn
now faster than 10 ns with typically < 10 mW of power Its core, Outside the cell, the fiber core is clear, This
dissipation, The radiation hardness measured for this new Improves the light transmission and reduces Cherenkov
polyslllcon technology is '4 x 1014 neutrons/cm 2 and light conversion In the fibers: Modern scintillating fibers
roughly an order of magnitude higher In radiation hard- are known to be radiation resistant up to 10 Mrad, Radla.
hess to 7 ray exposure than prevtous BIFET technologies, lion resistance of WLS fibers should be better, Monte

This latter design compensates for changes In transistor Carlo simulation of the light collection efficiency for a
,8 values and the corresponding Increase In Iow-frequen- minimum Iontzlng particle in the cell of 6 X 6 cm 2 with
oy noise that would otherwise occur after exposure to liquid scintillator thickness of 5 mm with realistic ge-
radiation (Ref, V,12), ometry and absorption/reflection coefficients shows that
E. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY the number of photons at the photodetector Input Is

80/MIP/detector layer, A photodector with a gain of 1000
Ouratternat_veforthecentralandendcapregionsuses Will allow the detection of minimum Ionizing particles

liquid scintillator sampling, ITEP, Moscow, together with
ORNL will be responsible for this option, Sampling above the noise level of room temperature electronics, A

possible candidate for such a photodetector is a hyb_d
calorimeters with plastic sclntll(ator readout are well photodiode with a silicon anode, which is presently belhg
developed and are not risky from technological point of developed by Hamamatsu, In thts device photoelectro_ns
view, By Introducing liquid scintillator (which Is also a are accelerated in vacuum by applying a voltage of 10-well-established technique), we can avoid any potential
difficulties with respect to racllatlon hardness of a scintil- 15 kV before entering the silicon anode where a few

thousand electron-hole pairs are created, This device can
lator s_ce _ can be exct_ngF_d, be segmented with cathode-anode pads of 3 x 3 mm2,

P,n atternat'rve technique for the forward calorimeter and a vacuum tube can house as many as 100 of these
system was discussed above In Sect, D,2 of this chapter, segments, The signals are fast, with a rise and fall time of
E.1. Liquid Scintillator Calorimeter 3 and 8 ns,irespectlvely,

The mechanical design and readout segmentation for The R&D Issues for this technique are the following,
a liquid scintillator calorimeter are the same as for the The light collection system clearly needs optlmlzatlonand
silicon option, except for the detector gap (5 mm) ant' careful experimental study, The type of scintillator should
optimization of absorber/detector thlckness, be optimized for the optical fiber used, lt should match

the absorption spectrum of the fiber and it should notThe liquid scintillator detectors are placed between the
arlack the fiber chemically, Fiber gluing and sealing tech-absorber plates in sealed leak-t',;ht stainless steel con-

tainers, with the possibility to exchange the liquid In the ../..._ sl=.l=,,_
entire calorimeter, The inside surfaces of the containers
are painted with a reflecting paint, and the Inside volume j" / '_.
is divided internally by thin reflecting separators Into cells
with typical size of 6 x 6 cm2, with a thickness of 5 mm,

The light readout of each cell Is made through a .Ii __,_._

wavelength shifting (WLS) fiber that spirals Inside the _ _Itquld scintillator cell (shown in Fig, V,8), The fibers pass ,
through container walls and run along the module sides, .I
reaching photodetectors mounted at the back of the ._.
modules. Several fibers are connected to each _'._-_
photodetector.

Mineral-oil-based Ilquld scintillator will be used be-

cause of its high hydrogen content. Physical properties s_,.,4
- of a typical scintillator are light yield 66% of anthracene,

Fig, V.B. A cell ct liquid scintillatir_g c-alorirneler with WLS fiber
readout,
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nlques should also be developed as=well as correspond. The UMIss-ORNL.UTenn group presently Is
ing photodetectors, They have to be fast, compact, benchmarklng CALOR89 using experimental results
stable, tolerant tc magnetic field and cost-effective, reported by the ZEUS, HELIOS, and SICAPO collabora,
Radiation damage tests on WLS fibers should be per- tlons,

formed, as weil, G, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

F, SIMULATION G,1, Past and Ongoing Projects

A major simulation effort Is needed during the design "r'heL" hadron calorimeter R&D program Includes the
phase to optimize detector performances and cost, lt Is following detector techniques', SI detectors, Itquld sclntll.
Imperative that during this phase computer models be lator, planar gas proportional counters (PPC), and warm
continually checked with test beam data at each step, liquid TMS, The, relative mertts of these techniques are

The initial studies win focus on aBaF2 electromagnetic, compared In Table V, 1, The program Is the joint effort of
Pb-Fe.St and Pb.Fe-TMS hadron calorlmeters, as well as the following Institutes and research centers',

on the alternative choices, Presently', CALORS9 contains •SIItcon Detector Project: Dubna, ORNL, ITEP (Mos.
the most detailed representation of the physics necessary cow), UTenn, UMIss, University of Alabama (Ulabama),
for good simulation and Is used for this work, GEANT will University and INFN of Mllano and Florence, and
be used for ray tracing, RW"FHAachen 1 Physics Instttule (FRG),

Simulation studies will include studies of resolution • Liquid Scintillator Project: ITEP, ORNL LANL, UMIss,
and compensation, Including time-dependent effects due and TIFR (Bombay),

to neutron moderation tlme or radiation damage; posl- • Planar Proportional Chamber PPC Project: ITEP, IHEP
tlon-sensitlve effects; determination of the best particle (Serpukhov) and IHEP (Beijing, China),
separation (i,e,, dlscrlrnlnatlon between electrons and
hadrons) as a function of longitudinal sampling frequen' • TMS Project: ITEP, RVVTHAachen 1, and L'Alabarr'_,
cy, transverse cell size and tower structures; Investigation • Radiation Damage Studies', IAE (Kurchatov !nstitLlte,
of hermetictty based on realistic engineering; investlga. Moscow), ORNL RWTH Aachen 1, UAlabama, UTefln,
tlon of albedo corrections to the e/= ratio; and radiation and TIFR (Bombay),
field mapping, In addition, handling of muon bremsstrah. • Simulation Studies; ITEP, IHEP (Serpuhkov), Dubna,
lung in CALOR89 will be improved, and remaining dis. ORNL LANL UMlss, UTenn, RW'FH Aachen 1 Physics
crepancles between experimental results and simulation Institute, and TIFR (Bombay),

calculations will be reconciled, The L" R&D program at ITEP (Moscow) was started In
This work wall be jointly carried out. by ITEP, IHEP 1988, The work Is performed by a group of 40 physicists,

(Serpukhov), Dubna from the SOviet Union, RWTH engineers, and technicians who for the last few years
(Aachen) In Germany and by the University of Mississippi worked on the construction and testing of the 1.3hadron
(UMtss), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), ORNL calorimeter, Test beam facilities at the ITEP 10-GEV pro-
and the University of Tennessee (UTenn), with ITEP, ton synchrotron are used and test beam facilities at
UMlss, and RVVTH (Aachen) being the coordinating Serpukhov 70-GEV proton synchrotron can also be made
centers in each country. To ensure adequate computing available,

resources, a program to adapt CALOR89 to the parallel The liquid scintillator project described In Sect. E Is the
computing environment of a Unix.based microprocessor result of tt" _, '..,'t&Deffort. Other projects are described
farm has been initiated by UMtss. To facilitate the use of below,
geometry profiles which can be extracted from engineer.
Ing design studies ORNL and UMlss are participating in Silicon Detector Project

a program to Incorporate certain CAD/CAM packages Within the USSR the program Is being undertaken by
into the geometry package of CALOR&9. JINR Dubna in collaboration with the TMF at Zaporozhye

and the Unlverslty of Byelorussia (Minsk), USSR to

Table V.I. Comparisonof HaaronCalodmeterDetectorTechnique=

Fast
Detectorlemhnlqut reapon_ Radlatk_nlongevityper Slgnal/not=eforrn,l,p, R&DiuuH

(ns) year per=ell

Silicon pacls(3 X 3crni) 20 1_ tld, 101_n/cm1 4 Cost,electronics,compensation

l.Jquids_intlllator 'lO 10_'rad, 10_4n/caI 10 F_adot.rl,mechanicaldesign

GasPPC iii High > i0 .............................. ''"IVtllgNlilll_._lll |l, lllllllitl I t,_illlil,_IIiilllliili,

IMS (readout pirll._iS r,_l X 2 CIT'I l) 100 10_'rad, 10 _=n/etml S Low signals, purity, lind electronlci
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develop a cost.effective technology for large scale mediate prototype tesi, a calorimeter system consisting
production of radiatlon.hard slltcon pad detectors, Aspe. of 10layers of a 5 x 5 matrix of 50 x 50 mm2 silicon pad
ctaltzedresearch laboratory Is being constructed to carry detectors together with a radiation.hard ASICelectronics
out this research, lt will Include clean areas and detector systemwill be built and tested In 1991,

tooling facilities, UTennand ORNLhavebeen heavily Involved Insilicon
In addition, a joint silicon detector project will be un. Calorimetry, Tennessee has built a set of four silicon

der'takenby the collaboration of ITEP,Dubna, ORNL,and tungsten electromagnetic calorimeters for theSLDdetec.
the UTennto build a plane of slltcon detectors with atotal tor wtth a total area of 2 m2 (Refs, V,3and V,13),A beam
area of 50 X 50 cm2 In order to perform a test-beam scan test of these modules was conducted In April 1989and
of hadron and electron showers and to measure theplon the resultswere In agreef ,{with design specifications,
to electron response ratio for various absorbers and T_nnesseealso has rec¢ _dSSC generic R&Dfunds to
absorber compositions, The silicon pads used by ITEP develop low cost sou,des of sllloorl detectors and to
havean area of 5 x 5 cm2, have a thickness of 400pm, participate in the SICAPO collaboration study of silicon
and are made by the planar process from 5 Kohm-cm hadron calorimetry. ORNL recetved similar funds to
n.type silicon (Ref V,14), The detectors have a small design ASIC fast amplifiers for silicon detectors, Along
leakage current (average 10 nA/cre_')and a capacitance with UMIssboth participate in the Silicon Electromagnetic
of 600-800 pF at a total depletlon voltage of100 V, Few Calorimeter Collaboration to construct a 3-m 2
pads havebeen tested recently to check the quality ofthe electromagnetic calorimeter to SSC specifications,
detectors and to find an appropriate match to the multi.
channel slow readout electronics exlsttng at ITEP,Two Planar Proportional Chamber (PPC) Project
detector planes will be proctuoed soon, Beam tests of a PlanarProportional Chambers and their application to
silicon detector plane, with fast electronic readout (now the fast radiation resistantcalorimetry are being studied
being developed by ORNLand UTenn),are scheduled for by ITEP (Moscow), IHEP (Serpukhov), and IHEP (Bell-
the end of 1990, lng), PPC Is a gaseous detector with planar met_llc

The SICAPOcollaboration started the development of electrodes, The gap between the electrodes Is s_all
silicon calorimetry In 1983at CERN, building and testing (1 mm) and Ismaintained with high precision (10/_rn),At
silicon-tungsten and silicon.uranium electromagnetic a si.rfflclentlyhigh voltage, the electric field Is sufficiently
calorimeters between 4 and 50 GeV (Ref,V,15), In pre. large foravalanches to occur, The gain of about 10000-
vlous years the SICAPO collaboration showed that a 100000at 55-60 kV/cm was measured with a 5 x 5 cm2
silicon hadron calorimeter for both silicon.uranium prototype detector (seeFig,V,9)filled with Isobutanegas,
(Ref,V,16) and slllcon (Iron and lead) (Ref,V,7) can be The response Is very fast (7 ns), The high.voltage de-
made compensating by reducing Its response to the pendence of the PPC response Is shown In Fig, V,10,
electromagnetic component of the hadronic shower. At

present SICAPO is building the first protot'/pe of a =.lp=, _ 0_---SI/(Fe+Pb) hadron calorimeter, about 5 A deep, , =.201\ -/'-_-- ..... -
• eclulpped with abo_.rt20 000 silicon detectors; measure- _ _ ;. ,_01_/

" _ 601 \ / GaslC4HtO
ments on the lateral hadronic st'lowerdevelopment are ,___'_, ,.I sol _ _",'._;o_v
being carried out currently at CERN, The SI/(Fe+ Pb) _._____..._ _,_= ,.___.._.._._.....__
hadron calorimeter will be tested at CERN by summer _ 0.m4mm_10_m0 _r_, I_

1991,To date the first two mosaics, each made of 480 _'_._ - .....silicon detectors with a total area of 0.2 m2,havebeenput .-...,i_i
into operation, The use r_f these mosaics as active ,,._po, ....I i ",".'_"_ ..._,._,,.J

medlumofacalorlmeterwit, lbothFeandFe + Ph(thick. L_ ;,..... , ,-,
neses of Pb = 0,25 thickness of Fe) as absorber has [z • , ,, -_.._¢i,-y
allowed the measurements of lateral and longItudinal [ ,.. ,, , . , , ,,
shower development for 12.GEV protons, A BICMOS
preamplifier with a rise time of 7,5 ns and a maximum

Rg, V.9, Planar proportional (:hamber (PPC) prototype _nd typical
voltage swing of 7 V, optimized for the operation of a chamberresponsetoMIP,
detector capacitance of 150 pF, has been developed

(Ref,V,17). PPCs can work with Intense particle beams because "
The Aachen researchwork on 'silicondetectors will be thespace.charge effectsnormally causingsatura Ionand

carried out together with other German physics Institutes aging effects are minimal for planar electrodes,Thework-
and Industry,The goal Is to develop ultra radiation.hard Ing gasfor PPCsshould not be transparent to Itsown UV
large-area silicon detectors I:)artlculartv suited for the light to 13revent the development of secondary
forw_._rdregion,Radlatlondamage testswlll be carrledout avalanches, Beam tests with a larger prototype of
and at,healing procedures will be developed, As an Inter. 50 x 50 c.m2 made of 64 PPC cells are scheduled for
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will allow theabsorber struatureto be finalized In order to

QcoII [pcl ob ,,liu,oo p,,° ,tlo
10 = =' J........... - , Atotal of 100TMS chambers of 50 x 50ce;will be

= • Mean value built InITEP,About30 are operational now, Thesecham.
bets havea liquid gap size of 3 + 3 mm and 4. 4 mm,

" _ Most prob, J0 4, Ht0 The readout electrodes have an area of 6 x 50 cm2, A
. o Meanv01ue _ purification/filling system for the TMS liquid has been

1 .-- Fe5 5/ built, Techniques for cleaning and degassing the chem.ber surfaces have been developed, Free electron life
/ tlrnesas large as 8/_swere obtatned Ina fully operational

,/• z_/ chamber, (Electron drift time fs about 300 ns at
. • / 10 kV/cm), Multiple measurements confirmed that the

0,1 _ PU23 •?z_ ; purity ofTMS Insidethe _ealedchamber does not change-.. y over the period of six months, The scan of hadron ando electron showers insidethe uranium and lead absorbers
/

- //* Cosmic_2. with a single TMS chamber was performed In the ITEP" ,, test beam, A typical result is shown In Fig, V,11,Another
" ._...."• set o( measurementswas performedwith 11TMS chem.o

0 , 0 1 -- I I I I t _....J,_ _ t bers behind uranium and Iron absorbers, Electro•ag.
4000 4500 ,5000 5500 netlc resolution of 25%/_/Ewas measured with 5 mm

uranium and with 25 mm Iron absorbers in the energy
HV  .VJ rangeof2-6GeV,

Fig, V,Io, HV depencleno• of the pPC response to different

racli 0,tton souraes, Electrons(ADO) PionsB Muons(AO )

1990, R&D Issuesto be addressed Include the rate de. 3oo: ELECTRONS ........... --- -- - --
pendence of PPC efficiency and aging effects, Nonflam- _/_um: 41],,4+t- I,O•lp tGeV 60

mable gas mixtures with the same properties as ll -3 6ev/¢l_eom
Isobutane need to be Identified, In the beam tests the zoo _. 4"
pion-to-electronratio hasto be measured, Mass produc. _ PIONS -] uI 1 / ,um..5o.i.,./-1.tmlp/G,v 4

tlon technology of large-area PPCs fs being studied, 1°°' t _ ;UONS 420
TMS Project _'q" .... *'' "'_=____. i ;I

The Aachen group has Instrumented the forward 0 ,._--- ----- -_-"_ 0
reglons of thel.3 andTASSOdetectors,Amajor effort has (; 16 26 36 46 56 6_ 76 06
been Invested In the simulation of these detectors using P0sIlion lastack
the GHEISHA package nowbeing widelyused at major
laboratories, The current aCr,ttvitlesfocus on warm liquid Rg,v.11,Showercurvesfor,3-GEVeleelron=,pions, =ndmuons
Ionization chambersand silicondetector researchwork, measured with = single TM$ ohmrnber Inside = _tack of 5..rnm uranium

Special programs have been set up to investigate the plates,

radloactlon damageto TMPandTMS,TWostainlesssteel
containershousingthe Ionizationmediaandanelectrode "]'heWarmLiquidCalorimetryCollaborationIspresent-
system havebeen built InAachen.They will be exposed ly Investigatingfundamental properties of warm liquid
during the nextmonthsata highradiationarea of theSPS technologyforcalorimetry atthe SSC, UAlabarna,which
and willallowdetailedmeasurementsofthe driftvelocity, Is a member of thiscollaboration, tspresentlyfunded by
lifetime, pressurebuild-up, and gas decomposition asa the SSC Laboratory for researct_on this warm liquid
function of the radiationdose. Togetherwith Industrythe sybsystem, Test beam measurements are presently
Aachen grouphassetupa programto developultraclean under ,way at Fermilab to measure compensation of
stainlesssteelcontainersfor TMS particularly in viewof electromagnetic and hadronic energy response ex-
mass fabrication, Severaltechniques like laser welding pectedwith thistechnology,the feasibility of Integrated
and high temperaturesolderingwillbe pursued, swimming pool detector configurations, and general

Afterthese lnvestlgatlonsthe activitieswill be focused materialscompatibility Issues,UAlabama began work In
In designing and building a radiation-hard prototype warm llquld calorlrnetrythrough the SSCgenerlc detector
calorhneter, where a svsternengineertngapproach to the R&D program with the development of fast forward
construction of a large calorimeter wlll play a dominant _alorlmetry for the SSC and Is now deveioplng fast,
role, Beam tests which will be carded out in early 1992, ultra.sensitive, radlatlon..hardened electronics for this

i
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technology, A dlstlngulshlng featureof thlsaDproach is related directly to an Interfacewith Industry, Dubna wlll
the abtl_y to extract a fast detector signal, despite the develop technology that will be applicable to industrial
relatively long drift times In these fluids,The UAlabama mass prod.uctlon and Involve quality control st each
group hasalready designed and built fast, radiation.hard production step,The collaboration between Dubna and
charge preamplifiers for this technology and Is now USSRIndustry should result In cost.reducing measures,
developing and testing faster designs with high radiation R&Dassociatedwith thisactivity Isneeded,Specificsteps
hardness, Include the definition ct speclflcatlons for silicon

The UAlabama group Is also working closely with monocrystals; production of test samples and test
UnitedStates tndustryto develop warm liquid vesselswith evaluatlons;deflnltlon of final speclflcatlons for procluc.
highly Integratedelectrode designs,In collaborationwith tlon stepsby the end of 1992; and design of equipment
Coors Ceramics ._nd other ceramic manufacturers, this for quality control, Institutions Involved In thts Integrated
group Isdeveloping an Integrated ceramic electrode wtth effort are JINR (Dubna), the University of Byelorussla,
a flexible metallzed anode pattern, slmllar to primed cir. ZTMF(Zaporozhye), ITEP (Moscow), ORNL, UTenn,and
cult board technology, Feedthrough connections In this RWTHAachen,
schemeare then routed through a common multichannel The work at Dubna will be carried out from 1991on, lt
tab on the same ceramic substrate,A laser welded outer will Involve facilities having a total area of 350 m_'and a
stainlesssteel vessel for this electrode Is presentlybeing cleanares of 70 m2,A delonlzed water tn,_tallatlonwill be
developed by Hutchinson Technologies, available together with slicing, lapping, and polishing

For the TMS option the Tara Institute In Bombay Is machines, Therrnodlffuslon, thermal oxidation growth,
fabricating steel containers made by electron/laser weld. photolithography, and metal deposition will be carried
ing thin steel plates on both sides of steel spacer bars., out, In the second phase,additional tools will be Installed
Performance testswill be carried out, for the examination and evaluation of silicon properties,

' together with equipment needed for the design alnd
Simulation fabrication of photolithography masks, The total an-

To carry out simulations for the detector design and tlclpated cost is 8900K roubles and 1150K$, I
physics studies, as a part of the R&D program, the Slllcon Calorimetry In the United States
CALOP_9 code package must be adapted to run on a
paral[a,=l_focesslngcomputing system, This system will _rheSilicon Electromagnetic Calorimeter Collabora-
be based on a series of FLISCprocessors, following L3's tlon subsystem proposal to the SSC laboratory will be
extensiveexperience, The UM]ss, ORNL, and LANL will expanded to include hadron calorimeter elements,
be actively Involved In this work, Closecollaboration with Presently, the proposal has partial funding for the first
SSCLwill be maintained, year, In the following discussion, tt Is assumed that the

SECCproposal will be fully funded, The L" collaboration
Atthe RV',q'HAachen the successfully used GHEISHA proposed to build a full azimuthal segment (2 =/16) of a

code Is continuously Improvedand speeded up, 90° L" calorimeter module Including cabling, signal rout-
At TIFR (Bombay), a GEA,NT has been set up wtth a lng,mounting boards,coiling, and full electronlcsthrough

segmented BsF2 In front of an absorber/scintillator tower sums for the first level trigger with pipeline storage
hadron calorimeter, A dual processor Apollo DNIO00 anddlgltl_atton,We envisiona 2-year program beginning
(25 MIPs)will be used for detailed simulation studies, in January 1991, A few planes of the r..alorlmeterwill be
G.2°R&D Requirements to the SSC instrumentedwtth silicon obtained from commercial sup-

pliers;andthe remainder,with detectors fromthe produc-
There are 40 physicists and engineers from ITEPand tlon facilities In the Soviet Union as the silicon becomes

30 physicists and engineers from Dubna working on the available,
R&D effort for the L" collaboration supported by the
Sovietgovernment. In this section we list our requests to A program of radiation damage studieswill be Initiated
SSCfor FY1991 and FY 1992, Immediatelyto study effects of radiation-Inducedenergy

resol=lon and d,_e-tlmecharacteristics, Theseeffectsare
Sl!loon Procurement In the Soviet Union expected to be very dependent on the particular slllcon

The issue of stllcon supply In the quantities required used, Therefore, tests will be performed with detectors
' made from TopSII, Wacker, Hamamatsu, and Sovietand on the time scale necessary ISone of crucial Impor.

rance,The main considerations havebeen addressed In rnaterlal,aswell as from high.resistivity silicon produced
Chaptei V, Sect, B.1, A considerable R&D effort In the by technologies other than float zone, A matter of par-
Soviet Union is required and is described below, titular significance that must be studied Is that loW

temperatures introduced to rcduce effects of leakage
At Dubna, R&Dwill be aimed at developing the cost- current may well Increase the _lgnal degradation effects

nntlrni_,,=rl t,",r, hnt',,le,,m_J r_,_,*lf._r.t I,...,,,. tk,._ 1_,.,..,_ .... I ....... ,., ........ ,, ................ ,--
-r ................... _,, ' ""'1"" '_"" '_' "'_' ''' W '_''=u'_'''_ oy _FII"IlDI[II'lg _@11 _I[IFI@c_IIFI_ {_T _;lus[er vi_r_nc;l_,

_. production of radiation.hard silicon detectors, In efforts
=
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Design and production of radiation hardened SlmulationStudtel

electronics (both bipolar and CMOS) will be pursued, Thesimulation studies will be Intenseduring the design
Including preamplifierssuttable for hadronic pads, sum. phase of the L" calorimeter construction and prototype
ruingamplifiers, pipeline storage elements and digitize, beam tests, The engineering slrnulatlon studiesrequired
tlon circuitry, to support the design, construction, and testing of theL*

A silicon planewtth an area of 0,5 x 0,5 m2 Is under calorimeter are estimated to cost575K$per year,
construction for tests at ITEP to establish parameters
necessary for compensation and verify the SICAPO Warm Liquid Calorimeter for the Forward Region

results on compensation, Preampllfle(s developed at We propose to build the prototype warm liquid
ORNLfor the SECCsystemwill be used In these tests, calorimeter for the L* forward region, Requestedfunds

Milestones are June 1992 for the final decision on are to support an engineering design of the calorimeter
radiation hardness and June 1993 for the final decision prototype to cover travel expenses to meet with col-
on Soviet capability to provide finished detectors, Our laborators In Europe and Asia and to purchaseprototype
requests for silicon hadron calorimetry R&D are vessels,the fluid purification system, and eleatronlcs,We
presented in TableV,2, are requesting support from home Institutes (e,g,,the

annual request from UAlabama is 200K$for operational
Table, V,2, Budget l=_questtor Silicon Calorimetry R&D funds and 2005K for capital equipment),

91 _ 92 R&D Budget Request

(KS) ("Ksl-. Our requests to SSC for R&D of hadron calorimeter
Eleclroni_s Design 200 100 detector techniques and simulation are presented In

ASIC loo Table V,3,

reel.hardened Anstated Inthis chapter, there havebeen many efforts
_,tpolarrun at Dubna, ITEP,and other USSRlaboratorieson R&I_for
ASIC lo0 1co hadron ca;orlrneter, We request the SSC to Invite 10
tacJ,,hatdened Sovietphysicistsand engineers toIntegratethe ideasand
CMOSrun experience to the SSC standards,We requesttraveland
Packaging,¢4=bles 20 150 per dlem support per person of 32K$,or 320K$ totalper
Fact DACJsy'slern 75 year,

Mechanical 75

cteslgn, Table V.3, L" Hadron Calorimeter R&D Budget R_que=t (KS)
construction,and

refrigeration Aotlvtty FY1991 FY1992

Radlatlorldamage 50 50 Silicon procurement Inthe U,S,S,R. 75,0 400
studies

Support of Soviet_Ientlst= at SSCL. 320 320
Silicon purc_hase 60

....... _ Siliconcalorimetry R&D In _heU,S, 605 47_
Slllaon Calorimetry R&D Total 505 475

Liquid _tntlllator projecrtR&D 350 350

Liquid Scintillating Calorimeter TM$ R&Dfor torward region 400 400
Simulation _udlet| 575 575

ORNL will proceedwith the development of a liquid HadronCalorimeterR&OTotal 3000 2520
scintillatortechniqueasthe main backup option of the L" ,,----
hadron calorimeter,Thehadroncalorimeterprototype6_
longmodulewith60liquid scintillatorreadoutplanes Isto References
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